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Facilitator Overview
This course is designed for anyone interested in earning an undergraduate or graduate degree. It will
assist participants in identifying the education requirements for a specific career and provide
information, resources, and strategies to guide the transition into higher education.
The Facilitator Guide (FG) follows the slide presentation and provides Key Points for each slide and page
references for the Participant Guide (PG). In preparation for the workshop, complete the following:
 Obtain hard copies of the Managing Your (MY) Education Participant Guide (the preferred option—
the most frequent comment on the Participant Assessment is a request for hard copy materials) or
have the writeable PDF version of the curriculum electronically available for all participants—
https://www.dvidshub.net/unit/DODTAP (scroll down to Recent Publications).
 Research the demographics of the workshop in advance and tailor your activities and examples
accordingly.
 Check Internet access; be prepared to use the screen shots in the PowerPoint presentation if
Internet access is not available.
 Check the web links in all modules prior to delivery.
 Secure supplies required for the workshop, e.g., chart paper, dry erase board, post-it notes, note
paper, and markers.
 Secure projection equipment (including projection screen suitable for audience size) and the
Managing Your (MY) Education PowerPoint presentation.
 Review the Career Exploration and College Comparison Charts in the Appendix of the PG.
 If permitted by the installation, Service members may be instructed to bring personal computers or
other devices to use during research activities.

Interactive Demonstrations and Activities
There are multiple facilitator-led demonstrations and activities during the course.
•

During a demonstration, participants observe while you explore content-related websites and
tools. Demonstrations require internet connection. Screen shots of workshop critical
demonstrations have been included to use if internet access is not available. Prepare web
demonstrations during the break prior to their use.

•

During an activity, participants actively engage in hands-on exercises, group projects, or
discussions. Look for visual and auditory cues, such as heads up, eye contact, pens down, etc.,
to gauge when to wrap-up the activity.

●

Be sure to answer any questions the participants have during demonstrations and activities.
The Facilitator Guide provides detailed instructions and additional background material.
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Parking Lot
As you progress through the material, you may get questions from participants that require further
research or may be better suited for another part of the discussion. You can create a list—a “parking
lot”—to collect these questions. Encourage participants to add additional questions to the parking lot
throughout the workshop. Check the parking lot at the end of each module to ensure you have
answered relevant questions, and provide contacts or resources for any unanswered questions.

Effective Workshop with Adult Learners
Adult learners need to know “why.”
Make the content meaningful to them by providing real-life examples of how they will use the
knowledge and why it is important for them. Stories are a powerful teaching tool—keep them brief,
relevant, and appropriate.
Adults learn best through exploration activities.
Resist the temptation to save time by skipping the activities in the curriculum and relying on lecture and
slide presentations. You will lose your audience’s attention, and they will not learn or retain the
information.
Keep it simple to avoid information overload.
Present the information in a clear, concise, systematic manner, followed by an activity or discussion.
Avoid the temptation to add more information than is covered in the curriculum or use terms or
acronyms that are not explained in the materials. Avoid talking and/or adding more information while
they work on an activity. Give regular breaks (10 minutes per hour) to allow participants to
move around and informally discuss what they have learned.
Be respectful.
Adults bring myriad skills and experiences into the workshop. Acknowledge their education and training
and give opportunities for them to share their ideas and thoughts with the class. Invite them to
participate, but never force anyone to read, write on the board, or share personal information.
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Give feedback and get feedback.
Adult learners like to be involved in the creation and evaluation of their learning; allow adequate time
for questions and answers. At the end of each module, encourage all participants to complete the online
assessment and emphasize the importance of their feedback; comments are reviewed quarterly and

Tell me and I’ll forget,
show me and I may remember,
involve me and I learn.
Benjamin Franklin

TAP Participant Assessment Guidelines
At the end of each module, encourage all participants to complete the online TAP Participant
Assessment. See the “Your Feedback is Important” page in the Participant Guide Appendix for more
details.
Here are some pertinent details to share with the class:
•
•
•
•
•

Access the Participant Assessment at https://www.dodsurveys.mil/tgpsp/.
Select “Managing Your (MY) Education” and complete the assessment by answering all the
questions.
The assessment is completely anonymous; demographic information is not stored and must be reentered for every module.
Information is gathered and analyzed quarterly, and participant feedback is used to make
improvements/updates.
The Participant Assessment can be completed on a personal mobile device.

For facilitator information about the participant assessment, visit https://DODTAP.mil; select the “Login
to DoD TAP” tab at the top; select “Managers and Counselors,” and sign in using a Common Access Card.
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How to Use the Facilitator Guide

Section Title

Slide Title

KEY POINTS:
•

Main topics to be
presented

Slide Image

Slide Number
Participant
Guide
Facilitator
Notes

Corresponding page number in the Participant Guide
•

Notes to aid in the facilitation of the section

•
•

Additional topic-related information
Graphic indicates there is an activity or demonstration associated with the
material being presented. Instructions to conduct the activity or demonstration
will be included in this section.

•

During breaks and lunch, it is recommended that facilitators preview the sections
to be presented during the next segment of instruction and prepare websites for
activities and demonstrations.

•

Notes that appear in italics are suggested scripts that can be used during the
workshop.
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Introduction to Managing Your (MY) Education
2021 TAP
Curriculum
Managing
Your
Education

KEY POINTS:
•

Display title slide
before class begins

Slide 1
Participant
Guide

Cover

Facilitator
Notes

Before workshop begins:
•

Post local VA Benefits Advisor name and contact information on the board.

•

Create Parking Lot on chart paper or white board.

•

Create chart paper for Additional Resources shared by participants during the
workshop; add websites, organizations, and other resources as they are mentioned.
Have participants take a picture of the chart at the end of the workshop.

•

Prepare chart paper for Workshop Expectations shared during the Who Are You?
activity in Section 1.

•

Prepare for Attitudes and Perceptions of Education activity by placing two pieces of
chart paper on the wall.
o Label one sheet with College Student and one with College Degree.
o Have multiple markers available for use during the activity.
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Introduction to Managing Your (MY) Education
Disclaimer

KEY POINTS:

Slide 2
Participant
Guide

•

Disclaimer from DoD

•

DoD does not
endorse companies,
products, or services

•

Use of websites does
not constitute
endorsement

Not included in Participant Guide—FG and slide only
Disclaimer:
The information provided herein does not constitute a formal endorsement of any
company, its products, or services by the Department of Defense. Specifically, the
appearance of external hyperlinks does not constitute endorsement by the U.S.
Department of Defense of the linked websites, or the information, products, or services
contained therein. The U.S. Department of Defense does not exercise any editorial
control over the information you may find at these locations. This module provides
informational resource material to assist military personnel and their families in
identifying or exploring valuable resources and options.

Facilitator
Notes

•

Do not read—paraphrase the content.

•

Explain that the DoD cannot endorse any external products or websites.

•

The websites used during this workshop are suggested because they have been found
to contain valuable information. While every attempt is made to use government
websites as resources, some topics require the use of non-government entities.
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Introduction to Managing Your (MY) Education
Quote

KEY POINTS:
•

What this
workshop is and
is not

•

Value of GI Bill®
education
benefits

Slide 3
Participant
Guide
Facilitator
Notes

Not included in Participant Guide—SLIDE ONLY
•

What this workshop is and is not:
o With over 4,000 institutions of higher learning in the U.S. and over 200,000
service members transitioning out of the military each year, this workshop will
NOT be able to provide all the specific information required for each situation;
it WILL equip Service members with a solid foundation of information and
resources to do their own research.

•

Why this workshop is important:

o Average GI Bill® benefit = $148,972—would anyone make a purchase worth
that much without doing research?
DEMONSTRATION: Scope of the Workshop and Why This Workshop is Important
INSTRUCTIONS FOR FACILITATOR:
1. Write 4,000; 200,000+; and $148,972 on the board and have participants write
them down in the Participant Guide on page 2.
2. Ask participants to guess what each number represents.
3. After a few guesses for each number, present the information listed in the
Facilitator Notes above. Refer back to statistics when appropriate.
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Section 1: Getting Started
Managing
Your (MY)
Education
Course
Overview

KEY POINTS:
•

6 sections

•

Day 1—Sections 1-4

•

Day 2—Sections 5-6

Slide 4
Participant Page 1
Guide
Facilitator • Provide a high-level overview of the 2-day workshop.
Notes
•

Participants will have a 10-minute break every hour and an hour for lunch.

•

This is an interactive workshop which includes a combination of information
presentations, discussions, activities, and individual computer research.

•

The PG is a workbook. Have participants put their names on their guides. Participants
will be directed to do activities in the PG throughout the workshop. If hard-copy PGs
are not provided, have participants download the fillable PDF version of the
Managing Your (MY) Education Participant Guide at
https://www.dvidshub.net/unit/DODTAP (scroll down to Recent Publications).

•

Introduce the Career Exploration Chart and the College Comparison Chart found in
the Appendix of the PG. These charts will be used throughout the workshop to
capture information found during research activities.
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Section 1: Getting Started
Course
Learning
Objectives

KEY POINTS:

Slide 5

•

What participants
should be able to do
by the end of the
workshop

•

CRS=comparison of
2 institutions of
higher learning
completed before
Capstone

Participant Page 2
Guide
Facilitator • Paraphrase the Managing Your (MY) Education Course Learning Objectives.
Notes
•

The College Comparison Chart is the Career Readiness Standard (CRS) for the
Education Track: Managing Your (MY) Education course and must be completed
before attending Capstone.
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Section 1: Getting Started
Who Are
You?

KEY POINTS:

Slide 6
Participant
Guide
Facilitator
Notes

•

College plans

•

Higher education
experience

•

Workshop
expectations

•

Group
demographics

Page 3
•

Give participants 5 minutes to answer the questions.

•

Have them introduce themselves by sharing their name and information included
on their sheet.

•

Chart Workshop Expectations (what they would like to learn during the
workshop) on chart paper or white board.

•

Ask for additional expectations/topics after all participants have introduced
themselves.

•

Address any topics listed that will not be covered during the workshop; check with
site staff for alternate resources.

•

Allow topics to be added to the chart throughout the workshop.

•

Check items off the Workshop Expectations list at the end of Day 1 and Day 2.

•

After all participants have been introduced, poll the group so you can tailor the
workshop to the audience:
o Branch of Service—ask for a show of hands for each of the Service
components, to include Guard and Reserve.
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o Omit Service-specific references for those not present; for example, if there
are no Air Force personnel, you can skip references to the Community College
of the Air Force.
o Pursuing undergraduate or graduate degree—ask for a show of hands for
those pursuing a graduate degree. If there are none, inform the class that
graduate school information is available in the PG, but will not be discussed.
Hide the following slides:
 Slide 40—Graduate Degree Program
 Slide 63—Statement of Purpose
 Slide 69—Graduate School Admissions Committee
 Slide 98—Graduate School Fellowships & Assistantships
ACTIVITY: Who Are You?
INSTRUCTIONS FOR PARTICIPANT: Take five minutes to complete the following
statements with as much detail as possible. Be prepared to share your answers with
the group as an introduction.
1. My plans for attending college after the military are…[include what and where, if
known]
2. My college history is… [If you have attended college, tell when you attended, your
field of study (if you have chosen one), and how many credits you completed. Did you
complete the courses online or attend in-person?]
3. During this workshop, I would like to learn more about…
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Section 2: Learning the Basics
Section 2:
Learning
the Basics

KEY POINTS:
•

Learning
Objectives

What participants
should be able to do
by the end of
Section 2

Slide 7
Participant Page 4
Guide
Facilitator • Paraphrase Section 2: Learning the Basics Learning Objectives
Notes
•

This section will provide an opportunity to reveal stereotypes, fears, myths, and
barriers Service members may have as they return to an educational setting.
In your introductions, we learned about your educational history and future school
plans. In our next exercise, we will look at how your past experiences have shaped
your perceptions of and attitudes toward education.
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Section 2: Learning the Basics
Attitudes and
Perceptions

KEY POINTS:

Slide 8
Participant
Guide
Facilitator
Notes

•

Identify
stereotypes, myths,
and fears that
Service members
bring to higher
education

•

Resources will be
provided

Pages 4-5
To facilitate the activity below:
1. Prior to the start of the workshop, place two pieces of chart paper on the wall.
Label one sheet with College Student and one with College Degree. Have multiple
markers available.
2. Give participants time to write down the thoughts, phrases, and images they have
when they hear/read the terms College Student and College Degree. Emphasize
they can include ideas shared by family or friends or heard/seen in the media—
not just their personal thoughts. This will provide some anonymity to the activity.
Encourage them to be creative and use words, symbols and pictures to express
their ideas.
3. Instruct participants to move to the charts without talking and write/draw their
ideas on the charts. More than one person can be writing at a time.
4. Read the lists generated by the group aloud. Point out any similarities between
postings as emerging themes.
5. Next, ask the following question:
What was the purpose of this activity?
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Possible answers: Many of us have the same views about college; it is normal to feel
anxious about transition, we may have some personal biases against traditional
college students, our perceptions of college may not be realistic, we may not see
ourselves as fitting into the college scene, etc.
While your attitudes and perceptions of education may be based in reality, chances
are stereotypes, fears, and myths also play a role. Part of this workshop will be used to
correct stereotypes, dispel myths, and provide support and resources to help you
overcome your fears and concerns.
ACTIVITY: Attitudes and Perceptions of Education Graffiti
INSTRUCTIONS FOR PARTICIPANTS:
1. Reflect on the thoughts, phrases, and images that come to mind when you
hear/read the words “college student” and “college degree,” and create a list
below. These attributes may not apply to you personally; they could be ideas
shared by family or friends or heard/seen in the media.
2. When instructed, move to the chart paper displayed in the room and write down a
few of your ideas. You may use words, symbols, and pictures.
3. After the group discussion, write down any ideas shared by others to retain for
later or take a photo of the charts during the next break.
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Section 2: Learning the Basics
Types of
Students

KEY POINTS:
•

Participants identify
their type(s) of
student

Slide 9
Participant Page 6
Guide
Facilitator • Give a high level presentation of student types with a focus on terms that best fit the
Notes
demographic of the workshop, especially the following that best describe most
veteran students:
o Non-traditional/Adult learner (age and culture are the biggest differences
between veteran students and traditional students)
o Transfer
o First-generation college (Over 60% of veterans using the GI Bill® are in this
category)
o Commuter
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Section 2: Learning the Basics
What Type of
Student Are
You?

KEY POINTS:
•

Veterans can use
past experiences to
contribute in the
classroom

•

Knowing their
student type will
help veterans
identify support
resources

Slide 10
Participant
Guide
Facilitator
Notes

Page 7
•

Ask for volunteers to share some of their answers. Never force anyone to speak.

•

How can your life experiences contribute to the classroom?
o Possible answer: Veterans have more work and life experience than traditional
students and can share those experiences during class discussions. For
example, traditional students hear/read about events in foreign countries
while Service members may have participated in those events.

•

What makes you unique?
o Possible answers are: older, veteran, experienced, parent, disabled, culturally
diverse, resilient, positive attitude, engaged learner, motivated, disciplined.

•

How might your uniqueness affect your educational experience?
o Learning in college is two-way communication with a back-and-forth dialogue
between the instructor and students. Knowing what they have to contribute
and becoming part of the conversation will increase veterans’ chances of
success.
o Knowing the type of student they are will allow veterans to seek out help from
the appropriate resources, e.g., as a veteran, they may want to join a student
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veterans group or if they have children, a parent support group may be
helpful.
ACTIVITY: What Type of Student Are You?
INSTRUCTIONS FOR PARTICIPANT: Review the Types of Students above and place a
check in the box next to the definitions which best describe you. Check all that apply.
Based on your selections, answer the questions below in preparation for a group
discussion.
1. How can your life experiences contribute to the classroom?
2. What makes you unique?
3. How might your uniqueness affect your educational experience?
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Section 2: Learning the Basics
Types of
Institutions

KEY POINTS:

Slide 11
Participant
Guide
Facilitator
Notes

•

Type of institution
(mission, degrees
offered, etc.)

•

Source of funding and
policies

•

How tuition/fees are
dispersed

Pages 8-9
•

A common myth among Service members is that it doesn’t matter which IHE you
attend to earn your degree—you just need to check the box that you have a degree.
The reality is, in many instances, it does matter. Under-education can lead to
under-employment.

•

IHE—Institution of Higher Education (sometimes called Institutions of Higher
Learning (IHL))—generic terms for colleges and universities

3 major differences between IHE:
1. Type of institution (mission, degrees, and # of years of study offered)—high level
review of the types
2. The source of policies and funding for the IHE
3. How the IHE disperses surplus funding
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Section 2: Learning the Basics
College
Scoreboard
Web
Demonstration

KEY POINTS:
•

Familiarize
participants
with College
Scoreboard

Slide 12
Participant
Guide
Facilitator
Notes

Page 10
This is a demonstration only; do not allow participants to open their computers
and follow along. There will be adequate time for them to explore the website
during later activities.
DEMONSTRATION: Demonstrate College Scorecard
•

INSTRUCTIONS FOR FACILITATOR:
College Scorecard: https://collegescorecard.ed.gov/
1. Display the website main page.
2. Show the following: Programs/Degrees and Location (use state where workshop
is being held or any state).
3. Expand Advanced Search and demonstrate how to search for Public, Private
Nonprofit, and Private For-Profit IHE under Type of School. DO NOT select any
schools.
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Section 2: Learning the Basics
Public, NonProfit &
Profit
Comparison

KEY POINTS:
•

Compare 4
factors for a
public,
nonprofit, and
for-profit IHE

Slide 13
Participant
Guide
Facilitator
Notes

Pages 10-12
Choosing the right school that best serves your needs is a complex and individual
decision, and there are many factors we will explore before you choose two IHE for your
College Comparison Chart. However, it can be helpful to begin narrowing your choices
by comparing/contrasting the various types of institutions by researching just a couple
of factors—private vs. public and nonprofit vs. for-profit.
•

Facilitator MUST remain neutral and not show preference toward one type of IHE.

•

This is a high level exercise which introduces one tool for researching IHE and allows
participants to see the differences between three different types of schools.

•

After participants complete their charts, ask for suggestions of schools to
compare—one from each category.

•

Display the comparison and facilitate a class discussion of the displayed results
using the following questions:

Discussion Questions:
•

Which Type of School (Public, Private Nonprofit, or Private For-Profit) has the
highest graduation rate?
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•

…highest salary after graduation?

•

…most debt after graduation?

•

…highest percentage of students who return after first year?

•

After discussing the displayed results, poll the class about their results for each of
the factors. Ask for a show of hands, e.g., raise your hand if your public IHE had the
highest graduation rate, etc. or have participants move to different sections of the
room labeled with Public, Private Nonprofit, and Private For-Profit as you ask the
questions. (This is a great activity to energize the group.)

•

Participants may question why the cost for a private for-profit IHE is similar to the
cost of a public IHE, but the amount of student debt is higher. One reason is that
public IHE fund scholarships at a higher rate than private for-profit IHE who return
profits to shareholders.

CLOSING: Although there are many other factors to consider, which school do you
consider the “best value” based on these factors only?
Participants may use one or two of these IHE later in their College Comparison
Chart or may choose to select different ones after conducting more research.
ACTIVITY: College Comparison with College Scorecard
•

INSTRUCTIONS FOR PARTICIPANT:
1. Go to College Scorecard: https://collegescorecard.ed.gov/
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2. At the homepage, select Custom Search.

3. For Location, select Near Me, ZIP Code, or State, and provide the requested
information.
4. For Field of Study Offered, leave Academic Fields blank and for
Degrees/Certificate, select Bachelor’s Degree.
5. Scroll down and select FIND SCHOOLS at the bottom of the page.

6. Scroll down and complete the following:
•

Under Type of School (left-side menu), select Public. Review the choices
provided, and select one school by clicking the “+.”

•

Repeat this process by unselecting Public and selecting Private Nonprofit.
Select one school by clicking the “+.”

•

Repeat this process by unselecting Private Nonprofit and selecting Private
For-Profit. Select one school by clicking the “+” (Be sure to select a 4-year
school.).
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Note: Many private for-profit schools are online only—you may need to
expand or remove location restrictions when searching for a private forprofit school.
7. After identifying three schools (Public, Private Nonprofit, and Private For-Profit),
select the 3 schools to compare and share. banner at the bottom of the screen
followed by COMPARE SCHOOLS.

8.

View the following factors and record your findings in the chart:
•
•
•
•
•

Type of
Institution

Graduation Rate
Salary After Completing
Graduation & Retention (expand section): Students Who Return After Their
First Year
Financial Aid & Debt (expand section): Median Total Debt After Graduation
Add any additional notes in the space below

School Name

Graduation
Rate

Salary After
Completing

Students
Who
Return
After First
Year

Median Total
Debt
After
Graduation

Public

Private
Nonprofit

Private ForProfit

NOTES:
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Section 2: Learning the Basics
Academic
Calendar
System

KEY POINTS:
•

Differences between
quarters, semesters,
and online terms

Slide 14
Participant Page 13
Guide
Facilitator • It is a myth that online degree programs with 6 terms per year and 8-week classes
Notes
will decrease the length of time required to complete a degree.
•

The chart shows the number of courses completed per year is about the same for
online schools and brick and mortar schools—depending on how many classes taken
per term.

•

Some online schools limit students to one class/term for a term or two to determine
if they can handle the accelerated work load, and some only allow students with a 3.0
grade point average or higher to enroll in two or more classes/term.
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Section 2: Learning the Basics
Methods of
Instructional
Delivery

KEY POINTS:
•

Familiarize
participants with the
different types of
instructional delivery

Slide 15
Participant
Guide
Facilitator
Notes

Pages 13-14
•

Encourage participants who have completed online, hybrid, or guided independent
study college courses to contribute information as the various types of delivery are
presented.
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Section 2: Learning the Basics
KEY POINTS:

In-Person &
Online
Course
Comparison

•

Discuss the difference
between in-person
and online courses in
5 areas

Slide 16
Participant

Page 15

Guide
Facilitator
Notes

•

Have participants close their PGs before starting the discussion.

•

Poll the group and find out who has taken in-person courses and who has done
online courses. Draw from their experiences in the 5 areas shown on the slide by
using the following prompts:

Classroom Setting: Describe the classroom setting for in-person courses. How is it
different for online courses? (Be sure to discuss both synchronous and asynchronous
types of online courses.)
Interaction: What does interaction among students and between the professor and
students look like for in-person and online courses?
Skills and Technology: What skills and technology are required for in-person courses?
For online courses?
Cost: What are the cost differences between in-person and online courses?
Pacing: Is the pacing different between in-person and online courses?
•

Encourage participants who have completed in-person and online college courses
to contribute information as the differences between the two are discussed.

•

After discussing each feature, direct participants to the chart in the PG, page 15.

•

Each IHE will be unique—this chart shows some of the common features. Ask
participants to add any unmentioned differences they have experienced.
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Section 2: Learning the Basics
Key Places

KEY POINTS:
•

Identify on-campus
key offices and the
services they provide

Slide 17
Participant
Guide
Facilitator
Notes

Pages 16-19
Steps to Success: Part of being successful at college is understanding where to go for
help.
o Attend new or transfer student orientation.
o Identify areas where you need help.
o Find the offices and people you need for help.
o Ask for help—it is part of the learning experience in higher education which
may be a shift from your experiences in the military where you were
expected to try to solve problems on your own before asking for help.
•

Present Key Places with a brief description; allow participants to assist in describing
the services provided.

•

After presenting all the Key Places, explain fully the role of the SCO (see description
below). The SCO is an important contact person for veterans using the GI Bill®;
highlight the duties of this key person and possible locations.
o School Certifying Official (SCO) or VA Certifying Official—The SCO is
responsible for completing the paperwork to certify enrollment and changes
in enrollment for students who are eligible for and receive VA education
benefits. This individual is employed by the school and not the Veterans
Administration (VA) and may be located in Registration and Records,
Financial Aid, Admissions, or Veterans Student Services.
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•

Use the GI Bill® Comparison Tool at https://www.va.gov/gi-gill-comparison-tool to
find the SCO(s) for a specific institution.
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Section 2: Learning the Basics
Key
People-Faculty

KEY POINTS:
•

Hierarchy (rank) of
faculty

Slide 18
Participant Pages 19-20
Guide
Facilitator • Present faculty position titles with the general descriptions below:
Notes
o Faculty are the school’s teaching and research staff who design and
implement programs of study and may engage in research in their fields. Rank
is determined by the amount of education completed, degrees earned, and
experience the faculty member possesses. Research work may also be used to
advance upward.
o Teaching assistants and fellows are students earning their graduate degrees
who teach introductory courses in their major. Instructors and adjunct
professors are typically part-time employees who teach as needed. The may
not teach every semester and may have limited (if any) office hours.
•

It is helpful for participants to understand the hierarchy (rank) of faculty members
when deciding who to ask for help.

•

When choosing courses, knowing the hierarchy of faculty can be helpful in choosing
an experienced subject matter expert, e.g., choosing to take a course taught by a
professor who is doing research in an area of interest.

•

More information on Research Assistants (RA) and Teaching Assistants (TA) is
provided on page 95; RA may also be used to refer to a Resident Advisor—someone
who supervises a section of a residence hall (listed under administrators).
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Section 2: Learning the Basics
Key People-Administrators

KEY POINTS:
•

Hierarchy (rank)
of administrators

Slide 19
Participant
Guide

Page 20

Facilitator
Notes

•

Present Faculty position titles with the general description below:
o Academic administrators plan, direct, and coordinate student services
and other programs at the institution. In some cases, an individual may
have a dual appointment and serve as both a faculty member and an
administrator.

•

Dual appointments are noted on the slide with *. Deans and Chairpersons are
usually members of the faculty serving in an administrative role in addition to
teaching or conducting research.

•

At most IHE, students will interact most with those listed in the last three
sections.
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Section 2: Learning the Basics
Key Places/
People—
Where to Go
for Help
Activity

KEY POINTS:
•

Where to go/Who
to ask for help

Slide 20
Participant
Guide
Facilitator
Notes

Pages 21-22
This activity requires participants to apply the information presented in the
previous sections as they decide where/who they would go to for assistance in a
variety of scenarios.
ACTIVITY: Key Places/People—Where to Go for Help
•

INSTRUCTIONS FOR FACILITATOR:
1. Divide the class into groups of 3-4 and assign 2-3 scenarios (PG pages 21-22) to
each group. Tailor the groups and number of scenarios assigned to meet time
constraints. Choose scenarios that best fit the demographics of the group. Not all
scenarios need to be presented. Suggested answers appear in the FG only.
2. Ask the participants to work as a group, read the assigned scenarios, and decide
where/who would be the BEST place/person to ask for assistance. Some questions
may have more than one possible answer.
3. After the groups have completed the assignment, ask them to present their
scenarios and answers. Instruct participants to note the answers in their PG.
Allow them to comment and ask questions. If there are time constraints, you may
limit the number of scenarios presented.
4. Conclude the exercise by reading the suggested answers for any scenarios that
were not presented while participants note the answers in their PG.
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Scenario 1: You have been admitted to the university and need a place to live in
College Town, USA. Where should you go for help?
• Residential Services—information about on-campus housing and possibly
suggestions for off-campus housing
Scenario 2: When you return to your car after Biology class, you have a parking ticket.
You’re not sure why since you bought a parking permit for the campus lots. Where
should you go to straighten it out?
• Public Safety—find out where parking is allowed
• Student Accounting/Finance Office—pay the ticket
Scenario 3: You are having trouble in your Introduction to Economics class and think
you may want to drop the class and take it next year. Which office/person should you
talk to?
• Professor—for academic assistance and advice on keeping or dropping the class
• Academic Advising—scheduling assistance to drop the class and add another
• Learning Resource Center—tutoring to improve performance in the class
• School Certifying Official—determine if dropping the class will affect GI Bill®
benefits
Scenario 4: You have decided to attend a Career Fair next week to search for
internships and need someone to review your resume. You also need to obtain an
unofficial transcript to take to the Fair. Who would be able to assist you in these
matters?
• Career Services—check schedule for resume workshops and have a counselor
review draft resume
• Registration & Records—request an unofficial copy of your academic transcript
Scenario 5: You are having trouble hearing your professor because of a Serviceconnected disability. Where can you go to ask for accommodations?
• Disability Services—obtain adaptive equipment or other accommodations
• Veteran Student Services—suggest possible resources/strategies
Scenario 6: You would like to find an on-campus, part-time job where you can work
between classes and on weekends. What office can help?
• Financial Aid—check on eligibility for and availability of Federal or VA Work Study
• Career Services—find a part-time, off-campus job
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Scenario 7: One of the classes you want to take is only offered this semester at 3:30
p.m. You usually take classes after 5:00 p.m. so your spouse can be home with your
children. What should you do?
• Child Care Facility—determine availability and cost of part-time care
• Academic Advising—research if a different class is available at a more convenient
time that will fulfill the requirement
Scenario 8: You received a scholarship from your hometown AMVETS Chapter. You
want to apply that money toward your University bill; how do you make that happen?
• Financial Aid—inform and complete any additional paperwork
• Student Accounting—have the scholarship applied to your account and determine
eligibility for a refund if your tuition and fees have been covered
Scenario 9: Your first term paper is due next week—15 pages on Shakespeare’s use of
metaphors in the play, Hamlet. The paper is written, but you need someone to
proofread and edit. Who can help?
• Professor/Teaching Assistant—may be willing to perform a preliminary review
and give feedback
• Learning Resource Center—writing tutor can review and give feedback
Scenario 10: You have 4 hours between your first and second classes on Mondays and
Wednesdays. You’ve been sitting in Starbucks studying for the past few weeks, but
your budget (and health) won’t support that much coffee for an entire semester.
There’s not enough time to go home and return to campus later. What are your other
options?
• Recreation Center—exercise during the break to relieve stress and stay fit
• Commuter Center—explore what amenities are offered
• Library System—find quiet study areas
• Financial Aid—determine if you qualify for Federal or VA work study that can be
done between classes to provide some extra income
Scenario 11: Your Reserve Drill weekend has been scheduled. You have a test on
Friday but have to report to your unit’s muster location the same day. What should
you do?
• Veteran Support Services and/or Student Outreach & Support—find out how
other student veterans solve this issue
• Professor—notify of the conflict and ask for permission to take the text earlier or
later
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Section 2: Learning the Basics
Hidden
Curriculum

KEY POINTS:
•

Definition of Hidden
Curriculum

Slide 21
Participant Page 22
Guide
Facilitator The section we have just completed is known as the Hidden Curriculum. What do you
Notes
think that means?
It is what you need to know to be successful that no one explicitly tells you—who can
help, what they can do, and what to call them. The other part of the hidden curriculum is
the culture of the IHE.
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Section 2: Learning the Basics
Ways to
Explore
Culture

KEY POINTS:
•

Ways to explore the
culture of a campus

Slide 22
Participant Page 23
Guide
Facilitator • Before displaying the slide, allow participants to brainstorm some methods they
Notes
would use to discover the culture of a campus. Display the slide and mention any
additional methods.
•

Discuss setting up appointments with an admission counselor, department
chairperson, and student veteran support staff prior to the campus visit.

•

Emphasize the importance of attending all orientation events. Higher education
personnel have shared with DoD that veterans (especially transfer students)
frequently skip new or transfer student orientation which is held before classes
start. Orientation is a time when students become familiar with the campus and
locate their classrooms, dining facilities, and support services; purchase books and
materials; adjust to new living conditions and establish a routine; and make contacts
with students, faculty, and staff. Not attending automatically puts veterans at a
disadvantage when classes start and has a negative effect on their performance
during the first weeks of classes.
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Section 2: Learning the Basics
Military vs.
Civilian
Education

KEY POINTS:
•

Differences
between military
and civilian
education

Slide 23
Participant
Guide
Facilitator
Notes

Pages 24-26
Begin the discussion with the following introductory information:
With all transitions there will be a change in culture. When seeking employment,
finding a culture that fits you and you fitting into the culture of the company are both
important. The same is true when attending college. This section focuses on what you
need to know to fit in to the higher education environment.
For traditional students, the transition is easier. They have been attending school for
over 12 years without a break and have a fairly good idea of what to expect at college.
For Service members, the transition may be more challenging. In the military, you are
used to clear regulations and guidelines. Once you leave the military, the rules are not
as clear cut. Let’s look at attire as an example. When you attend training classes in the
military, do they tell you what to wear? You may have even been told what to wear to
this workshop. That’s not the case in college. There are few restrictions; in fact, it’s not
unusual for students to attend early morning classes in whatever they slept in the
night before.
As a group, we are going to review four differences that higher education personnel
say are the most critical for student veterans to master.
Ask for four different volunteers to read the material in the guide for the four factors
listed below. Supplemental information is included to add as a summary of each
factor.
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•

Personal Accountability—At college, you will be expected to be independent and
manage your own schedule without reminders.

•

Requesting Help—Build relationships with faculty and staff before assistance is
needed for a critical situation. Set a goal to meet with and get to know at least one
faculty member each term.

•

We vs. I—While group work is likely, the ability to demonstrate your individual
contributions and accomplishments will be required.

Peer Interaction—Adult learners tend to want to go-it-alone; it is important for
you to integrate into the social fabric of the university. Recognizing this, many
faculty members require group-based projects. The ability to engage with peers
and integrate into the culture is a main predicator of student success in college.
ACTIVITY: Military vs. Civilian Education
•

INSTRUCTIONS FOR FACILITATOR:
1. After presenting the four factors above, have participants review the rest of the
factors in the PG and answer the following questions in the space provided.
Reflection:
•

Which changes do you see as being the most difficult to make? Why?

•

Which office or person could assist you in making these changes?
Possible answer: Veteran Support Services

•

From the list of topics, which one do you think will be the easiest to adapt to?
Why?

2. Discuss answers as a group.
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TOPICS
Personal Accountability

MILITARY EDUCATION
Military life is highly prescriptive;
members are told what, when,
where, and how to act; reminded
until task is done

Requesting Help

Ask superiors for help only after all
other solutions have been exhausted

We vs. I

Part of a cohesive group where the
unit’s goals are placed above
personal goals; team efforts
recognized

Peer Interaction

Social circle is easily formed as many
Service members
have common interests

CIVILIAN EDUCATION
Student life requires personal
accountability; it can be easy to
become distracted, fall behind, or
procrastinate; faculty members will
not track progress or remind prior to
deadlines
Asking questions during class is
viewed as participation and is
promoted as part of the learning
process; visiting
a faculty member during office hours
for additional help is not viewed as a
weakness; establishing relationships
with faculty before needing help is
encouraged
May work with a team for group
projects, but emphasis is placed on
self-reliance; students are expected
to highlight their individual
contributions and accomplishments
Building a social circle is dependent
on meeting students with common
experiences/interests, i.e., clubs,
student veteran organizations,
commuter groups, team sports, etc.
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Section 3: Choosing a Field of Study
Section 3:
Choosing
a Field of
Study
Learning
Objectives

KEY POINTS:
•

What participants
should be able to do by
the end of
Section 3

Slide 24
Participant Page 25
Guide
Facilitator • Paraphrase Section 3: Choosing a Field of Study Learning Objectives
Notes
o If you know what you want to study, you can indicate your interest when applying
to an IHE and formally declare your major after you are admitted.
o According to the National Center for Education Statistics, nearly half of all activeduty Service members who enroll in college for the first time are undecided or
undeclared majors. Many of those who enter in a specific career field will change
fields at least once before graduation. Because this is common for all students,
most colleges have programs in place to help students explore their career
options.
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Section 3: Choosing a Field of Study
Field
of Study
Vocabulary

KEY POINTS:
•

Define terms used when
choosing a major

•

Identify resources to assist in
choosing a field of study

Slide 25
Participant
Guide
Facilitator
Notes

Pages 27-28
•

Review the terms in the chart most frequently used by IHE when discussing the
choice of a field of study and major.

•

Service members may think GERs, study abroad, etc. and courses outside their major
are irrelevant because of their military service and work experience. Encourage them
to use GERs to explore new topics, especially if they have not chosen a major yet.

TERM

General
Education
Requirements
(Gen Ed, GER)

Major

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

DEFINITION

Core courses designed to provide a broad education and teach core
skills including critical thinking, problem solving, and communication
Prepare you for more difficult courses in your major
GERs typically include math, English, life and physical sciences,
history, humanities, physical education, and foreign language
Must be completed by all students, regardless of major
Cost covered by the GI Bill®®
Academic area chosen as primary focus during undergraduate
studies
Credits required varies, but usually at least 30 upper-level credits
Typically declared no later than the end of the second year although
some schools may require transfer students to declare a major at the
time of application
Does not need to be related to your military job (MOC)
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TERM

•

Major
Minor

Electives

•
•
•
•
•

Prerequisite
•
Double Major
•
•
•
Dual/Double
Degree

•

•
•
•
Undeclared
Major

•
•
•

•

Bill®®

DEFINITION

GI
can only be used for courses that meet major or total credit
requirements
Academic subject area chosen as a secondary focus
Credits required vary, but usually at least 18 upper-level credits
GI Bill®® may not cover the cost of minor courses unless they are
built into your overall degree requirements
Courses you choose from an approved list that help shape your
degree program toward a specific career
Course that must be completed with a passing grade before enrolling
in a more advanced course, i.e., Spanish 101 is a prerequisite for
Spanish 102
Allows a student to graduate with one degree, but have two or more
areas of specialization by completing two sets of degree
requirements
GI Bill®® can cover a double major if specific requirements are met
Allows a student to graduate with two separate degrees by studying
two different fields at the same time
Types of degrees varies—two bachelor’s degrees, i.e., Bachelor of
Science and Bachelor of Arts; or a bachelor’s degree and an
advanced degree, i.e., Bachelor of Arts and Master of Arts
Candidates may receive the dual degree in less than the amount of
time it would generally take to receive two degrees consecutively
and independently
GI Bill®® will cover a dual degree if specific requirements are met
Term used for students who begin classes but are undecided about a
major
Allows students to use 1-2 years to explore, research, and choose a
major
Many students will focus on completing their general education
requirements while deciding on a major
Delay in declaring a major may result in additional time needed to
complete your degree
Important to select an IHE that has programs to assist in choosing a
major and offers a wide variety of majors to avoid having to change
schools once you have made a decision
If you are using the GI Bill®®, it is best to explore and research your
field of study early to avoid exhausting your benefits before earning
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TERM

Undeclared
Major

DEFINITION

•

a degree. While you are deciding, attending a community or junior
college and paying out-of-pocket is one option
GI Bill®® will only pay for the first 60 credits for an undeclared
student
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Section 3: Choosing a Field of Study
Interests,
Abilities,
Values

KEY POINTS:
•

Factors to consider
when choosing a
major

Slide 26
Participant Pages 28-29
Guide
Facilitator • What do you like?
Notes
Interests are a good way of determining which major to choose in college and will
allow you to get paid to do something you enjoy.
•

What are your strengths and weaknesses?
There may be some areas of interest where you have natural talent and others where
you struggle despite being interested in the topic. Consider your willingness and
ability to meet the requirements needed to be successful and progress in the field.

•

What are your personal values and traits?
Choosing a major based on your core beliefs will normally lead to work that is more
rewarding and encouraging.

•

What if you aren’t sure about your choice?
Don’t be afraid to change your mind. College is a time of self-discovery—interests
and values evolve and new abilities are discovered.

•

How can you avoid running out of GI Bill®® funds before earning your degree?
It is best to explore and research your field of study early to avoid exhausting your
benefits before earning a degree. Attending a community or junior college which
costs less and paying out-of-pocket is one option to consider while you make your
final decision.
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Section 3: Choosing a Field of Study
Employability
and Income
Potential

KEY POINTS:
•

Factors to consider
when choosing a
major

Slide 27
Participant
Guide
Facilitator
Notes

Pages 29-30
•

Will you be able to easily and readily find employment in a related field in your
desired location after you earn the degree?
Research in advance to determine if jobs will be available after you earn the
degree. Trying to become a marine biologist in the Midwest may be not a realistic
expectation.

•

Are you able to meet the requirements of the career?
Consider internships and field work required to earn the degree and the physical
demands and travel requirements of the career field before making your decision.

•

Is it a career that will continue to be in demand in the future?
We live in a time of ongoing technological changes. Automation is changing
careers and will continue to in the future.

•

Is it a field that changes rapidly and will require continued education and
training?
Although most careers require training to keep skills current, some careers change
more rapidly than others and may require additional education to maintain
licenses and certifications.

•

Does the earning potential of the career match your needs and expectations?
You may think money is not important if you love your career, but the reality for
most people is—it does matter if you have bills to pay or expect to maintain a
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certain lifestyle. While researching employment in a specific location, note the
average salary and consider if it is realistic for your needs and expectations.
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Section 3: Choosing a Field of Study
Career
Exploration—
Kuder Career
Interests
Assessment
Activity

KEY POINTS:
•

Complete Career
Interests
Assessment

•

Identify possible
fields of study

Slide 28
Participant
Guide
Facilitator
Notes

Pages 30-31
•

Complete the assessment in advance and use your results for demonstration
purposes throughout the activity. If internet is not available, use the screenshots
on slides 26-30 to explain the activity. If internet is available, hide the slides.

•

Encourage participants to complete two other assessments available in Kuder:
o Kuder Skills Confidence Assessment
o Super’s Work Values Inventory

•

Participants will use the Career Exploration Chart in the PG on page 106 to record
the information gained from this activity.

ACTIVITY: Career Exploration with Kuder Career Interests Assessment
INSTRUCTIONS FOR PARTICIPANTS:
1.

Go to https://dantes.kuder.com/landing-page

2.

Create an Account or Log In

3.

On the home page, click Kuder Career Interests Assessment® and answer the
questions. For best results, avoid choosing “Neutral” as an answer, if possible.
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4.

Select Complete to see the results; the scales with the highest numbers
indicate your highest level of interest. Scroll down the page to see detailed
information on each of the areas of interest.

5.

Click on the Occupations to Explore tab at the top of the page and a list of
occupations that align with your interests will load. Select a career title that
interests you and read the informational page. When you find an occupation
of interest to use during this workshop, write the name in the Occupation
section of your Career Exploration Chart at the end of the Guide. Record the
Quick Facts on your Career Exploration Chart.

6.

Select the Salary & Outlook tab at the top of the occupation informational
page to research the salary by location. Select the desired State/Region where
you plan to locate, if known, and record the state/region salary information on
your Career Exploration Chart.

7.

Return to the Assessment Results page and click on Majors to Explore. Choose
Bachelor’s degree for Education Level to see a list of majors that align with
your interests. Click on a major to see an Overview and Schools Offering This
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Major. Record information on majors of interest in the Majors to Explore
section of your Career Exploration Chart in the Appendix.

Section 3: Choosing a Field of Study
Assessment
Results

KEY POINTS:
•

Career Interests
Assessment results

Slide 29
Participant
Guide
Facilitator
Notes

Pages 30-31
•

If internet is not available, use the screenshots on slides 29-33 to explain the activity.
If internet is available, hide the slides and do a web demonstration.
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Section 3: Choosing a Field of Study
Occupations
to Explore

KEY POINTS:
•

Occupations to
explore

Slide 30
Participant
Guide
Facilitator
Notes

Page 31
If internet is not available, use the screenshots on slides 29-33 to explain the activity. If
internet is available, hide the slides and do a web demonstration.
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Section 3: Choosing a Field of Study
Quick
Facts

KEY POINTS:
•

Salary, education,
job growth
information

Slide 31
Participant Page 31
Guide
Facilitator If internet is not available, use the screenshots on slides 29-33 to explain the activity. If
Notes
internet is available, hide the slides and do a web demonstration.
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Section 3: Choosing a Field of Study
Salary and
Outlook

KEY POINTS:
•

Salary and job growth
based on location

Slide 32
Participant Page 31
Guide
Facilitator If internet is not available, use the screenshots on slides 29-33 to explain the activity. If
Notes
internet is available, hide the slides and do a web demonstration.
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Section 3: Choosing a Field of Study
Majors to
Explore

KEY POINTS:
•

Majors that support a
specific career

Slide 33
Participant Page 31
Guide
Facilitator If internet is not available, use the screenshots on slides 29-33 to explain the activity. If
Notes
internet is available, hide the slides and do a web demonstration.
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Section 3: Choosing a Field of Study
VA
Personalized
Career
Planning
and
Guidance

KEY POINTS:
•

Additional
resource for
career planning

Slide 34
Participant
Guide
Facilitator
Notes

Page 32
•

At the time of this publication, VA is in the process of updating their website. The
eBenefits.gov URL has been removed and replaced with va.gov.

•

This is an excellent resource for Service members who have not established a clear
career plan for after they leave the military.

•

Service members may have heard of this program under its former name—Chapter
36

•

Service members do not need to have a disability to use these services.
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Section 3: Choosing a Field of Study
Types of
Degrees

KEY POINTS:
•

Types of degrees

•

# of years to earn

Slide 35
Participant Pages 33-34
Guide
Facilitator • A degree program is a prescribed set of courses required to attain a degree. It is
Notes
important to look at the specific courses required for a major as degree programs and
the number of credits required vary between IHE. A Business Finance program may
focus more on Accounting at one school and more on Marketing at another IHE.
•

Explain the most common types of degrees and average number of years to achieve
them shown in the following chart.

•

CCAF awards A.A.S. degrees which prepare recipients for the workforce and won’t
always apply toward a bachelor’s degree especially if changing fields.

•

Electives allow student to tailor the degree program to meet career goals.
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Associate

Average # of
years/
credits*
2/60

Bachelor

4-5/120

Master

1-2+ full time/
varies

4+1

5/Varies

Professional

Varies

Doctorate

3 years/ Varies

Degree

Description
Typically awarded by a community
or junior college; may be a career
or technical degree; A.A. and A.S.
credits may be transferred to a
four-year bachelor’s degreegranting school
Undergraduate degree awarded
by a college or university; required
before starting graduate or
professional school
Graduate degree awarded by a
college or university

Degree program that combines
undergraduate and graduate
coursework which allows a
student to earn an accelerated
master’s degree in five years
Advanced degree in a specific
profession, i.e., medicine, law,
dentistry, pharmacy; study
focuses more on skills and
knowledge and less on research
and scholarly work
Highest academic degree
awarded; may include research,
oral and written exams, and a
dissertation

Most Common
Types of Degrees
Associate of Arts (A. A.)
Associate of Science (A.S.)
Associate of Applied Science
(A.A.S.)

Bachelor of Arts (B.A.)
Bachelor of Science (B.S.)

Master of Arts (M.A.)
Master of Science (M.S.)
Master of Education (M.Ed.)
Master of Business
Administration (M.B.A.)
Varies between institutions

Doctor of Law (J.D.)
Doctor of Medicine (M.D.)
Doctor of Dentistry (D.M.D. or
D.D.S.)
Doctor of Pharmacy
(Pharm.D.)
Doctorate of Philosophy
(Ph.D.)
Doctorate of Education (Ed.D.)

*Number of credits required varies between institutions and majors
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Section 3: Choosing a Field of Study
Articulations
Agreements

KEY POINTS:
•

Definition of an
articulation
agreement

Slide 36
Participant
Guide
Facilitator
Notes

Page 35
•

Define Articulation Agreement (transfer agreements, transfer guides, and transfer
pathway)—formal agreements that document a pathway between two or more IHE
for a degree or for a specific academic program.

•

While agreements between 2- and 4-year institutions are the most common (and
what we focus on in this course), there are other types of articulation agreements.
For additional information, go to: https://www.aacrao.org/docs/defaultsource/signature-initiative-docs/trending-topic-docs/transfer/aacrao-articulationagreement-final_aacraocover.pdf.

•

Prepare a web demonstration in advance using a nearby IHE with an articulation
agreement.

•

Type “articulation agreement” into the “search” field on the IHE home page.

•

Using the example, explain how a student could complete a 2-year degree at [name
of community college] and be guaranteed all credits would transfer to [name of 4year institution].

•

Encourage participants to discuss specifics with the admissions counselors or
transfer coordinators at the two schools.
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Section 3: Choosing a Field of Study
Reasons to
Start at a
Community
College

KEY POINTS:
•

Reasons to start
higher education
at a community
college

Slide 37
Participant
Guide
Facilitator
Notes

Page 36
•

Starting at a community college that has an articulation agreement may increase
the likelihood of admission into the receiving IHE. While there will still be admission
criteria and admission is not guaranteed, chances will be improved.

•

Present reasons to start pursuing higher education at a community college:
o Weak Grades or Test Scores—If high school/college GPA or entrance exam
scores are not strong, taking classes at a community college can be used to
improve academic readiness and increase the chances of being accepted at a 4year IHE.
o Career Planning—If you are uncertain about your field of study or plan to work
while attending college, starting at a community college will allow you to earn a
credential to support your employment efforts and complete General Education
courses while exploring career options.
o Cost—If your GI Bill®® will not cover the full cost of a 4-year degree, tuition and
fees at a community or junior college are less expensive than 4-year institutions
and can be paid out-of-pocket to preserve GI Bill®® funding for the more
expensive costs at a 4-year IHE.
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o Convenience—Community colleges usually offer more weekend and evening
courses than most 4-year IHE, which allows for flexibility with work and family
obligations.
o Culture—For Service members entering higher education for the first time, the
culture may be a better fit at community colleges as they typically have a larger
number of non-traditional students.
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Section 3: Choosing a Field of Study
Undergraduate
Degree
Program
(1st/2nd year)

KEY POINTS:
•

General Education
Requirements

•

Electives

•

# courses and
credits per
semester

Slide 38
Participant
Guide
Facilitator
Notes

Page 37
•

Sample degree programs included in this guide are a compilation of several
programs from different IHE.

•

Degree programs are typically found on the IHE’s website.

•

Examine sample degree programs as a class; highlight GERs, electives, and the
number of courses and credits per semester.

•

Discuss upper and lower level courses and the course numbering system used by
most institutions:
o
o
o
o

001-099 developmental/remedial*
100-200 lower level—taken 1st/2nd year
300-400 upper level—taken 3rd/4th year
500+ graduate level—graduate school

*Do not earn college credit but cost the same amount (in money or GI Bill® benefits
as college level courses.
•

For more specific information about each course, locate the Course Catalog on
the IHE’s website.
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Section 3: Choosing a Field of Study
Undergraduate
Degree
Program
(3rd/4th year)

KEY POINTS:
•

Major electives

Slide 39
Participant
Guide
Facilitator
Notes

Page 37
•

Point out elective courses that can be used to tailor the degree program toward
a specific area of interest.
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Section 3: Choosing a Field of Study
Graduate
Degree
Program

KEY POINTS:
•

Number of courses
and credits per
semester

•

Year-round program
(includes summer
coursework)

Slide 40
Participant Page 38
Guide
Facilitator • Many full-time (9 hours/semester) graduate programs require attendance year
Notes
round.
•

Specialization is similar to a minor at the undergraduate level.
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Section 3: Choosing a Field of Study
Ways to Earn
Transfer
Credit

KEY POINTS:
•

Ways to earn
college credit

Slide 41
Participant
Guide
Facilitator
Notes

Pages 38-42
•

Tailor the presentation to the audience; separatees who graduated from high
school recently may need more information about “credits earned during high
school” while “college credit for military training and experience” may appeal
more to retirees.

•

ACE makes credit recommendations that appear on the JST, but the IHE is under
no obligation to accept the recommendations.

•

The institution makes the final decision on what transfer credit is accepted.

•

CLEP and DSST exams may be available for free through the education center.

•

PG Page 41-42: Service Specific Networks—for Service members who want to
earn a degree related to their military specialty, the Services have institutional
partnerships that offer rate-/MOS-related degree programs that decrease the
time to degree completion.
o Applies only to degree programs at schools who are under contract with the
Services; Service members must be pursuing degrees in their military career
fields.
o Schools who are not under contract with the Services will usually NOT accept
all JST or CCAF credits.
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ACTIVITY: Ways to Earn College Credit
INSTRUCTIONS FOR FACILITATOR: After reviewing the various ways to earn college
credit (or possibly advanced placement), have participants check all that apply or that
they plan on pursuing.
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Section 3: Choosing a Field of Study
How to
Transfer
Credits

KEY POINTS:
•

Transferring credits

•

JST

•

CCAF transcript

Slide 42
Participant Pages 42-44
Guide
Facilitator • Some IHE will look at unofficial transcripts and provide some information on how
Notes
many credits will transfer.
•

Some IHE will not evaluate transfer credit until after admission.

•

Official transcripts are required to complete the process.

•

Omit mentioning CCAF transcript information if AF personnel are not present.
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Section 4: Choosing an Institution
Section 4:
Choosing
an
Institution
Learning
Objectives

KEY POINTS:
•

Factors to consider
when choosing an
institution
Location
Quality
Student Outcomes
Student Veteran
Support
o Cost
o
o
o
o

Slide 43
Participant
Guide
Facilitator
Notes

Page 45
•

Paraphrase Section 4: Choosing an Institution Learning Objectives

•

Introduce the College Comparison Chart (PG Appendix), the Career Readiness
Standard (CRS) for the Education Track. A completed College Comparison Chart
will be required at Capstone.

•

Participants will have time during the workshop to research the factors and
record their findings in the College Comparison Chart.

•

The institution that worked best while being connected to the military may not be

the best choice after transitioning into the civilian sector. Undereducation can lead
to underemployment and have long-term effects.

•

Some schools are designated as “Military or Veteran Friendly.” It is up to the
participants to determine if a particular school is “friendly” based on their
evaluation. Information within this guide is intended to help them make that
determination.

•

With over 4,000 possible IHE, it is critical to research and find the best IHE to
meet individual needs and goals.
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Section 4: Choosing an Institution
Factor:
Location

KEY POINTS:
•

Choice of IHE may be
affected by location

Slide 44
Participant Pages 45-46
Guide
Facilitator • Present list of location-related questions in the Participant Guide.
Notes
•

Online learning remains a possibility for those with geographical restrictions, but it
can have limitations which were discussed earlier.
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Section 4: Choosing an Institution
Factor:
Quality

KEY POINTS:
•

The quality of the
IHE matters—it can
affect employment
and further
education

Slide 45
Participant Pages 46-47
Guide
Facilitator • When you are making a major purchase, what are some ways you use to decide if the
Notes
product is good quality?
•

Do you only research one factor? Are some factors more important?

•

Do you think a purchase worth $148,972 is worth researching before buying?

•

Questions to consider when searching for quality institutions and programs are:
o Does the IHE offer the degree needed for desired employment? If major is
undecided, choose an IHE that is large enough to offer a variety of degree
programs to avoid needing to transfer and possible lose credits.
o Does the IHE have a reputation for academic excellence and credentials that show
its ability to provide quality instruction?
o Are there complaints against the IHE? The GI Bill® Comparison tool and an
internet search will be used to research.
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Section 4: Choosing an Institution
Accreditation

KEY POINTS:
•

Definition of
accreditation

•

Types of
accreditation

Slide 46
Participant
Guide
Facilitator
Notes

Pages 47-48
•

Effective July 1, 2020, the Department of Education no longer classifies
accrediting agencies as regional or national, but instead classifies accrediting
agencies as either institutional or programmatic. However, institutions may
continue to favor accreditation from accrediting agencies formerly known as
regionals. It is important to research both types of accreditation.

•

Do not assume that “Fully Accredited” means a school is of acceptable educational
quality; consider all factors before making a decision.

Define accreditation and the differences between Institutional and Specialized (or
Programmatic) accreditation.
DEMONSTRATION: Accreditation Database
•

INSTRUCTIONS FOR FACILITATOR:
1. Display the home page for https://ope.ed.gov/dapip/#/home. (Link is on PG page
47.)
2. Type in the name of an IHE suggested by a participant, and select Search.
3. Click on Institutional Accreditation, Programmatic Accreditation, and
Internship/Residency tabs for specific information.
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Section 4: Choosing an Institution
Internships,
Study
Abroad,
and
Research

KEY POINTS:
•

Value of
internships, study
abroad, and
research
opportunities

Slide 47
Participant
Guide
Facilitator
Notes

Page 48
•

Employers place value on experiential learning in the form of internships, co-ops,
study abroad, and research projects.

•

Participants should research prospective IHE for opportunities.
o Does the IHE help students find internships or research projects?
o What percentage of students complete an internship, co-op, or research project
during their time at the IHE?
o Does the school offer study abroad programs?
o Does the IHE have established relationships with companies that offer
experiential opportunities?
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Section 4: Choosing an Institution
Factor:
Student
Outcomes

KEY POINTS:
•

What is the success
rate for students
who have attended
the IHE?

Slide 48
Participant Pages 48-49
Guide
Facilitator • The retention rate (especially after the first year), overall graduation rate, average
Notes
salaries, and loan repayment rates for all students as well as statistics that indicate
veterans’ success (if available) may give you an indication of the quality of the
institution and the education offered.
•

Community colleges and schools that have high populations of military-connected
students may have lower graduation rates and higher transfer rates as students leave
the area before completing their degrees.
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Section 4: Choosing an Institution
Factor:
Student
Veteran
Support

KEY POINTS:
•

Overview of
indicators of veteran
support

Slide 49
Participant Pages 49-53
Guide
Facilitator • Introduce this section with the following information:
Notes
o Some veterans (especially females) choose to withhold their veteran status from
others and don’t realize how important interaction with other military-affiliated
personnel is until it is no longer available. Later, they realize there is value in
having support from someone who understands their background.
o While you may want to explore various on-campus groups and activities based on
your interests and demographics such as gender identity, ethnicity, religion, firstgeneration college student, etc., you are encouraged to acknowledge your
identity as a veteran when you enter higher education. How well the institution is
able to provide support for veterans is another factor for consideration.
•

Present the on-campus indicators of veteran support.

•

8 Keys to Veterans’ Success & Principles of Excellence
o GI Bill® Comparison tool will indicate if an IHE participates.
o Some schools have not formally committed to these initiatives but still provide
excellent service to their student veteran population.
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Section 4: Choosing an Institution
Factor:
Cost

KEY POINTS:
•

Do not eliminate a
school based solely on
cost

•

Funding will be
discussed in Section 6

Slide 50
Participant Page 54
Guide
Facilitator • Do not eliminate schools based solely on the cost of tuition until all funding options
Notes
have been considered. The goal is to get the best education possible within
•

Section 6 includes information on all funding sources.
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Section 4: Choosing an Institution
In-State
vs. Out-ofState
Tuition

KEY POINTS:
•

Choice Act

•

In-state tuition

Slide 51
Participant Page 54
Guide
Facilitator Choice Act:
Notes
• Veteran and family members qualify for in-state tuition if using GI Bill® and attending
a public institution; private schools have the same tuition rates for in-and out-of-state
students.
•

Must enroll within 3 years although the IHE may be willing to extend in-state tuition
beyond the 3-year limit; discuss the possibility with the Admissions Office.
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Section 4: Choosing an Institution
Online
Research
and
Comparison
Resources

KEY POINTS:
•

College Scoreboard
refresher

Slide 52
Participant
Guide
Facilitator
Notes

Pages 10-11
College Scorecard: https://collegescorecard.ed.gov/
•

Remind participants that College Scorecard was used in an earlier activity to
compare private, nonprofit, and for-profit schools. No need to demonstrate site
again.
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Section 4: Choosing an Institution
Online
Research and
Comparison
Resources

KEY POINTS:
•

Web
demonstration of
College Navigator

Slide 53
Participant
Guide
Facilitator
Notes

Page 55
Demonstrate website while participants watch—do not have them open their
computers yet.
DEMONSTRATION: Online Research and Comparison Resources—College Navigator
•

College Navigator: http://nces.ed.gov/collegenavigator/
INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Ask participants for suggestions when filling out the search criteria.
2. After expanding the Search Options, show definitions for city, suburban, town,
and rural by selecting More Search Options and hovering over the
Setting.

by Campus

3. After selecting an institution, Expand All, and scroll through the information to
show participants what is available.
4. Demonstrate how to find the link to the school’s website.
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Section 4: Choosing an Institution
Online
Research and
Comparison
Resources

KEY POINTS:
•

Web
demonstration of
GI Bill®
Comparison Tool

Slide 54
Participant
Guide
Facilitator
Notes

Page 56
•

Use the institution selected during the College Navigator demonstration to
demonstrate the GI Bill® Comparison Tool.

•

Demonstrate website while participants watch—do not have them open their
computers yet.

DEMONSTRATION: Online Research and Comparison Resources—GI Bill®
Comparison Tool
GI Bill® Comparison Tool: https://www.va.gov/gi-bill-comparison-tool
INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Type in the name of the institution used during the College Navigator
demonstration.
2. Select View Details to show participants how to get to the information they will
need for their College Comparison Chart.
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Section 4: Choosing an Institution
College
Comparison
Chart Activity

KEY POINTS:

Slide 55
Participant
Guide
Facilitator
Notes

•

Choose two
institutions to
research

•

Research factors

•

Add information
to College
Comparison
Chart

Page 57
•

Throughout the workshop, participants will have time to research and compare
two institutions by collecting information on the College Comparison Chart
located in the Participant Guide Appendix. Below are three websites to use while
researching. Additionally, participants should consult the websites of the specific
institutions.

College Scorecard: https://collegescorecard.ed.gov/
College Navigator: http://nces.ed.gov/collegenavigator/
GI Bill® Comparison Tool: https://www.va.gov/gi-bill-comparison-tool/
ACTIVITY: College Comparison Chart
INSTRUCTIONS FOR PARTICIPANTS:
1.

Rank the following institutional factors in order of importance to you.
1=most important and 5=least important. Transfer your answers to your
College Comparison Chart.
_____Location
_____Quality
_____Student Outcomes
_____Veteran Support Services
_____Cost
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2.

Use the tools above to identify a few institutions of interest by prioritizing the
factors you need to consider to meet your personal and educational needs.
After checking to make sure your field of study/major is offered, narrow your
choices to two institutions and add the following to your College Comparison
Chart:
•
•
•
•
•

3.

Institution name and website address
Type of institution—public, private nonprofit, or private for-profit
Size—undergraduate and graduate population
Degree program(s) of interest
Methods of instruction (in-person, online, hybrid)
Continue to research the following factors and record information on your
College Comparison Chart; include websites and contact information for
further research.
Location
• City, suburban, town, or rural
Quality
• Institutional accreditation—regional or national
• Programmatic or specialized accreditation
• Internship/Job placement
Student Outcomes
• Retention rate
• Graduation rate
• Average salaries
• Loan repayment rate
Student Veteran Support
• Number of veterans on campus
• Single point of contact for veterans
• Credit for military training
• School Certifying Official contact information
• Veteran Program Director contact information
• Student veteran group information
• Other on-campus resources
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4.

Note any cautionary information noted on the GI Bill® Comparison Tool.

5.

Do an additional search for complaints against the schools by inserting “[name
of school] complaints” in the search bar; record your findings on your College
Comparison Chart.

ACTIVITY: End of Day One Workshop Expectations Review
INSTRUCTIONS FOR FACILITATORS:
•

Review the Workshop Expectations list made at the beginning of Day 1 and check
off topics that were discussed during the day.
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Day 2: Recap of Day 1
Lightbulb
Moment

KEY POINTS:
•

Recap topics
presented during
Day 1

No slide
Participant
Guide
Facilitator
Notes

Not included in the PG
•

This activity is used to review the information that was presented on Day 1.

ACTIVITY: Lightbulb Moment—Part 1
INSTRUCTIONS FOR FACILITATOR:
1. Before the workshop begins, draw a large lightbulb on chart paper or a dry erase
board that will not be used during the remainder of the workshop. If you have an
artistic participant who volunteers, you may delegate this task.
2. To begin Day 2, ask participants to review the topics that were presented on Day 1
and choose one topic, website, fact, etc. that was an “aha” or “lightbulb” moment
for them. Have participants write their moments on the lightbulb chart.
3. Review the items listed by participants and add any major topics that were not
mentioned.
4. Retain the chart to be used again at the end of Day 2.
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Section 5: Gaining Admission
Section 5:
Gaining
Admission
Learning
Objectives

KEY POINTS:
•

Admission criteria

•

Admission staff
contact information

•

Compare admission
criteria for two
schools

Slide 56
Participant Page 59
Guide
Facilitator • Paraphrase Section 5: Gaining Admission Learning Objectives
Notes
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Section 5: Gaining Admission
Types of
Admission

KEY POINTS:
•

Rolling, open, and
selective Admissions

•

Early decision and
early action
admissions

Slide 57
Participant Pages 59-60
Guide
Facilitator • There are two options under Selective Admission which are typically available for
Notes
freshmen students but may not be available for transfer students. Add the content
below if the demographics of the audience make it applicable.
o Early Decision—Under this admission program, applicants apply early decision
(usually by October or November) to one school only and agree to attend the
school if accepted. They may apply to other schools for regular admission, but if
they receive an early decision acceptance letter, applications to other schools
must be withdrawn. Since this option is binding, applicants need to be sure about
their choices.
o Early Action—Like early decision, applicants are applying early action to their top
choice schools and may apply regular admission to others. However, unlike early
decision, they are not bound to attend if accepted. They can accept an offer as
soon as they receive it or wait to make their final selection after receiving all
notifications.
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Section 5: Gaining Admission
Categories
of Schools

KEY POINTS:
• How many
applications to
submit

Slide 58
Participant Page 60
Guide
Facilitator • It is recommended that participants submit 4-8 applications—several from each of
Notes
the categories. Location and other factors may reduce the viable options available
and reduce the number of applications submitted.
•

Reach (Dream) School—Encourage participants to apply anyway even though they
don’t meet the academic profile and the acceptance rate is low. An amazing essay,
unique past experiences, or their commitment to student veterans may increase their
chances of admission.

•

Safety School—Safety schools can provide a quality education. Admission criteria are
influenced by many factors—mission, history, location, target population, etc.
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Section 5: Gaining Admission
The
Admission
Package

KEY POINTS:
•

Components of the
Admission Package

Slide 59
Participant Page 61
Guide
Facilitator • If there are participants in the workshop who have applied to or been admitted to a
Notes
college, encourage them to contribute to the discussion. To facilitate this happening,
have participants close their PGs for this portion.
•

Before revealing The Admission Package slide, ask participants what items they think
will be required for admission.

•

Reveal the slide and mention items not listed previously. Each item on the list will be
explained further in subsequent slides.

•

Other includes:
o
o
o
o
o
o

Recommendations
Interview
Resume*
Art portfolio*
Music/drama audition (recorded/in-person)*
Writing samples*

*Some IHE may require additional materials. These items are not listed in the
slide presentation but are included in the PG.
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Section 5: Gaining Admission
Admission
Package
Guidelines

KEY POINTS:
•

Review Admission
Package Guidelines

Slide 60
Participant Page 61
Guide
Facilitator • If there are participants in the workshop who have applied to or been admitted to a
Notes
college, encourage them to contribute to the discussion. To facilitate this happening,
have participants close their PGs for this portion.
•

Before revealing The Admission Package Guidelines slide, ask participants for their
tips on preparing a quality package.

•

Reveal slide and mention items not discussed previously.
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Section 5: Gaining Admission
Admission
Application

KEY POINTS:
•

Explain the
Common App

•

Meet deadline

•

Ask for fee waiver

•

Print a copy for
records

Slide 61
Participant
Guide
Facilitator
Notes

Page 62
•

First-time or Transfer student—choosing the correct application is critical; encourage
participants to contact the Admission Office if they are uncertain about their status.

•

Some schools may have an additional form for veterans which will give you access to
specific services on campus and allow you to explain your military career in civilian
terms.

•

Service members/veterans should ask if the admission fee can be waived.
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Section 5: Gaining Admission
Essay/Short
Answer
Questions

KEY POINTS:
•

Common App
prompts

•

Sample essay

•

Tips for answering

Slide 62
Participant
Guide
Facilitator
Notes

Pages 62-65 and Appendix
•

Ask for volunteers to read a few of the Common Application Essay Prompts in the
Participant Guide on page 63. If no one volunteers, choose a few to read or give
participants time to read them silently.

•

The Admission Essay in the PG was used to gain admission to a university and is
being used with permission.

•

Caution participants to avoid sharing too much personal information.

Examples are available online for admission essays, short-answer questions, and
graduate school admission statements of purpose.
ACTIVITY: Successful Admission Essay
•

INSTRUCTIONS FOR FACILITATOR:
1. Have participants read the Admission Essay on page 64 (PG).
2. Ask participants to share the strengths of the essay and why they think it was
successful. Ask if there were any areas that could be improved. Add any points
below that aren’t mentioned. (The feedback provided below is included in the
Appendix on page 112 (PG). Do not inform participants of its availability until the
activity is completed.)
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Strengths:
•

Writing ability: How well is the essay written?
o The essay has a clear and concise message (no extraneous details; not
rambling or unfocused).
o No cliché phrases or overused images are included in the essay.
o It is well written, humorous, and has an effective conclusion.

•

Prompt compliance: How closely did the writer follow the prompt?
o The story itself is one of personal (or familial) growth and focuses on how a
moment of pain can produce a positive outcome. This closely follows the
prompt.
o The essay does not exceed the word limit yet feels well developed.
o Elements introduced in the essay combine for an effective conclusion.

•

Hidden values: Other things that colleges value.
o The author avoids bragging or showboating.
o The essay feels intimate without oversharing.
o The author chose a relatable/universal conflict.

Possible weaknesses:
•

Occasional lack of specificity:
o The person causing the author’s family issue was simply referred to as a
“relative,” which makes them seem distant (Aunt, Cousin, etc.). But it
becomes unclear how a distant relative could “drive a wedge between us.”
Was the conflict caused by the actual presence of this person at the dinner
table or did the issue arise from differing opinions among immediate
family? The lack of detail diminishes the message. While oversharing
should be avoided, this story could have benefited from additional
specificity regarding this vital story detail.

•

Unnecessary information:
o The author includes “being raised in such a racially, economically and
religiously diverse community” at the very end of the essay. While this
could be an important part of his/her character, its inclusion without
having been set up prior to the conclusion feels forced and makes its
relevance to the rest of the story questionable.
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Section 5: Gaining Admission
Statement
of Purpose

KEY POINTS:
•

Graduate school
admission statement
of purpose or
personal statement

Slide 63
Participant Page 65
Guide
Facilitator • Hide this slide if all participants are pursuing undergraduate degrees. (Deleting the
Notes
slide will prevent slides from matching the references in the FG.)
•

Caution participants to avoid sharing too much personal information in their
statements of purpose.
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Section 5: Gaining Admission
Admission
Essay or
Statement of
Purpose
Activity

KEY POINTS:
•

Brainstorm ideas
for admission essay

•

Draft Statement of
Purpose for
graduate school
admission

Slide 64
Participant
Guide
Facilitator
Notes

Page 66
•

After allowing time for participants to work on the activity, ask for volunteers to
share their essay/statement of purpose ideas with the group. Never force anyone
to share.

If no one volunteers to share, ask for a show of hands from the group as you ask,
“How many of you chose a topic related to your military service?” This may
encourage some participants to offer more information about the topic they
chose.
ACTIVITY: Admission Essay or Statement of Purpose
•

INSTRUCTIONS FOR PARTICIPANTS: Complete either the Admission Essay or
Statement of Purpose activity below:
Admission Essay—Undergraduate: Choose one of the Common Application Essay
Prompts above, and brainstorm some ideas you would include in your essay.
Statement of Purpose—Graduate: Begin drafting your responses to the questions
listed in the Statement of Purpose section above.
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Section 5: Gaining Admission
Entrance
Exams

KEY POINTS:
•

Undergraduate
entrance exams:
SAT, ACT

•

Graduate entrance
exams: GRE, GMAT,
LSAT, MCAT, DAT

Slide 65
Participant Page 67
Guide
Facilitator • Entrance exam requirements are determined by IHE.
Notes
•

Exams may be waived if the prospective student is over the age of 25 or scores are
over 5 years old.

•

Some schools have eliminated entrance exams as part of their admission process.

•

Graduate schools may waive exams for veterans.

•

Many on-base education centers offer testing for little or no charge.

•

Test preparation is available online for free.
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Section 5: Gaining Admission
Transcripts
and Scores

KEY POINTS:
•

Official transcripts
and scores required
for admission

•

Difference between
official and unofficial
transcripts

Slide 66
Participant Page 68
Guide
Facilitator • Official means it is sent directly from source to institution; if hand-carried in a
Notes
sealed/stamped envelope, do not open or it 6unofficial.
•

Refer to pages 42-44 (PG) for procedures to obtain JST and CCAF transcripts (omit
reference to CCAF transcripts if no Air Force personnel are present).
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Section 5: Gaining Admission
Recommendations

KEY POINTS:
•

Obtaining
high quality
recommendations

Slide 67
Participant Guide

Page 68

Facilitator Notes

•

Use the same guidelines when asking for recommendations for school,
internships, and employment.
o Who to ask—Choose someone who can speak about academic
performance and extracurricular activities
o When to ask—Ask well in advance of the deadline.
o How to ask—Ask in person if possible or call/email and allow time for a
response—at least 24-48 hours.
o What to provide—Provide the required forms, directions, addresses, and
deadlines.
o Give feedback—Thank your recommenders promptly and inform them of
the outcome.
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Section 5: Gaining Admission
Admission
Interview

KEY POINTS:
•

Prepare for the
interview

•

Practice answering
questions

•

Be yourself

Slide 68
Participant Page 69
Guide
Facilitator • Keep discussion high level; detailed information is included in the Participant Guide.
Notes
•

Interviews more likely to occur during admission to a graduate school program or a
highly competitive major within an IHE.

•

Use the same guidelines when interviewing for admission, scholarships, internships,
and employment.

•

If participants have completed the DOL Employment Fundamentals of Career
Transition or Employment Workshop, mention using the STAR (Situation, Task,
Action, Results) method to answer questions.
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Section 5: Gaining Admission
Graduate
School
Admissions
Committee

KEY POINTS:
•

Characteristics of a
strong graduateschool candidate

Slide 69
Participant
Guide
Facilitator
Notes

Page 70
•

Omit slide if all participants are pursuing undergraduate degrees.
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Section 5: Gaining Admission
Academic
Readiness

KEY POINTS:
•

Refresh academic
skills

•

Prepare for the
placement exam

Slide 70
Participant Pages 71-72
Guide
Facilitator • If it has been awhile since attending school, participants are encouraged to use the
Notes
available resources listed on the slide to update their skills.
•

Failure to prepare for the placement exam may result in being placed in
development (sometimes called remedial) coursework.

•

Developmental coursework will cost the same as college-level coursework but does
not earn college credit.
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Section 5: Gaining Admission
After
Being
Accepted

KEY POINTS:
•

Steps to complete
before school starts

Slide 71
Participant Pages 71-72
Guide
Facilitator This is a general list; every institution will specify required actions.
Notes
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Section 5: Gaining Admission
College
Comparison
Chart Update
Activity

KEY POINTS:
•

Research
admission factors

•

Add information
to College
Comparison Chart

Slide 72
Participant
Guide
Facilitator
Notes

Page 73
Encourage participants to use the websites of the IHE as their primary resource for
admission information; some information may require an email or phone call to
the admission office.
ACTIVITY: College Comparison Chart Update
•

INSTRUCTIONS FOR PARTICIPANTS: Use the school’s website, catalog, and other
websites to research the following admission information and document it on the
College Comparison Chart located in the back of the Guide:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Admissions Office/Graduate Admissions contact information
Admission deadline date and start date
Application fee
First-time or transfer student
Transfer student requirements
Transfer credit contact person
Articulation agreement(s)
Admission package
o School application and/or Common Application
o Essay/Statement of Purpose
o Entrance exam
o Transcripts
o Recommendations
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o
o
o
o

Interview
Resume
Other (portfolio, audition)
Placement exam
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Section 6: Funding Your Education
Section 6:
Funding
Your
Education
Learning
Objectives

KEY POINTS:
•

GI Bill® benefits

•

FAFSA

•

Other funding

•

Compare net cost of
two institutions

Slide 73
Participant Page 74
Guide
Facilitator • Paraphrase Section 6: Funding Your Education Learning Objectives
Notes
•

Post the name and contact information for the local VA Benefits Advisor throughout
the workshop.

•

The GI Bill® section is a high-level overview; specific questions should be referred to
the VA Benefits Advisor.
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Section 6: Funding Your Education
Tuition
Assistance
(TA)

KEY POINTS:
•

Reason to avoid
using GI Bill® with
Tuition Assistance

Slide 74
Participant Pages 74-75
Guide
Facilitator • Available to active-duty service members and some Reserve personnel.
Notes
• Using GI Bill® funds while still on active-duty may not be the most cost-effective use
of benefits.
•

Post-9/11 GI Bill® recipients forfeit BAH—which averages $1,700/month—if they use
their benefits on active-duty.

•

May be better to pay out-of-pocket instead of using the Post-9/11 GI Bill® to make up
the difference between TA and actual costs.
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Section 6: Funding Your Education
GI Bill®
Benefits

KEY POINTS:
•

Types of training
covered by GI Bills®

Slide 75
Participant Pages 75-76
Guide
Facilitator • Type and length of Service determine the benefits earned
Notes
• Depending on the GI Bill® program and benefit level, recipient may be eligible for
career counseling, tuition, fees, housing, and books.
•

Contact the VA to determine your exact level of benefits at 1-888-442-4551 or by
using your VA.gov account.

•

For additional information: https://www.va.gov/education

•

Additional information on using GI Bill® benefits:
https://www.va.gov/education/about-gi-bill-benefits/how-to-use-benefits/
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Section 6: Funding Your Education
Post-9/11
GI Bill®

KEY POINTS:
•

Post-9/11 GI Bill®
eligibility criteria

Slide 76
Participant Pages 76-77
Guide
Facilitator Provide a high level review of Post-9/11 GI Bill® benefits:
Notes
• Full tuition and fees paid directly to the school for all public school, in-state students.
For those attending private or foreign schools, tuition and fees are capped per
academic year. Benefits are prorated for those eligible at a benefit below 100
percent.
•

A monthly housing allowance (MHA) equal to an E-5 with dependents for veterans
attending classes at the greater than half-time rate.
o At least one class must be an in-person class.
o The MHA is based on the zip code of the campus where the student physically
attends the majority of classes.
o Students who attend online courses receive one-half of the maximum BHA.
o During COVID-19, GI Bill students who enroll to attend in-person classes
which convert to online solely due to COVID 19 will continue to receive the
MHA rate for in-person classes. The law which authorizes this special
authority was extended through December 21, 2021.

•

An annual books and supplies stipend is paid proportionately based on enrollment.
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•

All benefits are prorated for those eligible at a benefit level below 100% and rate of
pursuit (e.g., 1/2-time, 3/4-time, full-time). MHA is not payable to those attending
school at a rate of 1/2-time or less.

•

Do not attempt to determine the GI Bill® eligibility or benefits of a participant; refer
the individual to the VA Benefits Advisor and the following resources:
o Monthly Housing Allowance Rate
https://www.benefits.va.gov/GIBill/docs/FGIB/MHA_rate_change.pdf
o 1-888-GIBILL-1 or 1-888-442-4551
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Section 6: Funding Your Education
Post-9/11

KEY POINTS:

GI Bill®
Updates

•

Major changes to the
Post-9/11 GI Bill®

Slide 77
Participant Pages 77-78
Guide
Facilitator 3 major changes:
Notes
• Elimination of the 15-year limitation to use the Post-9/11 GI Bill® Program for:
o Those whose last discharge or release from active duty is on or after January
1, 2013
o Children of deceased Service members who became entitled to Post-9/11 GI
Bill® benefit on or after January 1, 2013
o All spouses using Fry Scholarship
•

Monthly housing allowance based on campus where student physically attends the
majority of classes

•

More benefits for Science, Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM) programs

•

Veterans Employment Through Technology Education Courses (VET TEC)
o Can be shared with participants for those interested in employment in the
technology sector.
o Not included in PG as this is a pilot project with a $15 million annual budget;
enrollments not accepted once annual funds are exhausted; new fiscal year
begins October 1.
o Must have at least 1 day of GI Bill eligibility remaining to qualify; does not use
GI Bill funds.
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•

o View full list of training providers and apply on VA.gov.
Detailed list of changes with effective dates found at:
https://www.benefits.va.gov/GIBILL/ForeverGIBill.asp
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Section 6: Funding Your Education
Yellow
Ribbon
Program
(YRP)

KEY POINTS:

Slide 78

•

Define Yellow
Ribbon Program

•

Eligibility for student

•

Eligibility for activeduty Service
members

•

Eligibility for school

Participant Page 79
Guide
Facilitator • Define the YRP program:
Notes
o The Yellow Ribbon Program makes additional funds available for your education
program without an additional charge to your Post-9/11 GI Bill® entitlement.
•

Explain requirements for eligibility for both student and school.
o NEW: Active-duty Service members will be eligible to use YRP effective August 1,
2022.

•

Remain on Slide 78 while introducing the YRP example.
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Section 6: Funding Your Education
Yellow
Ribbon
Program

KEY POINTS:
•

YRP may make it
possible to
attend a private
IHE without
paying out-ofpocket

•

Do not let cost
eliminate a
school; explore
other funding
options

Slide 79

Participant
Guide
Facilitator
Notes

Pages 79-80
• This slide contains animation and should be facilitated exactly as
outlined below in the activity for maximum understanding.
• Begin with the previous slide (Slide 78) displayed on the screen.
DEMONSTRATION: Yellow Ribbon Program
INSTRUCTIONS FOR FACILITATOR:
1. While the previous slide (Slide 78) is still displayed, describe the scenario:
•

A Service member applied to a Yellow Ribbon private university and was
accepted into the school and the YRP. Let’s look at a breakdown of the annual
cost of attendance and the funding the Service member would receive from
the Post-9/11 GI Bill® and the YRP.

2. Advance to slide 79: The blue box with the cost of tuition and fees is displayed on
the screen.
•

The cost of tuition and fees at the private university is $55,035

3. Click: The gold box with the GI Bill® amount appears on the screen.
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•

The Post 9/11 GI Bill® annual maximum amount for private institutions is
$25,162, which leaves a balance of almost $30,000. If you had to pay the
difference out of pocket, how many of you would choose to attend this school?
Fortunately, this veteran has Yellow Ribbon Program funds available. Let’s look
at how YRP works.

4. Click: The blue box with the institution’s portion of YRP appears on the screen.
•

The institution’s YRP will pay $14,937—half of the difference between what
the Post-9/11 GI Bill® pays and the total cost.

5. Click: The white box with the VA’s matching YRP funds appears on the screen.
•

The VA’s YRP will match the institution’s contribution with $14,937

6. Click: Total Out-of-Pocket Cost=$0 appears on the screen.
•

And the veteran’s out-of-pocket cost is $0. Now would you consider attending
this school? And if you look at the housing information in the Participant
Guide on page 80, you will see that the student’s MHA exceeds the average
cost of housing; excess funding will be refunded to the veteran and can be
used for other expenses.

7. Conclusion: The cost to attend a private institution of higher learning may cost
the same (or sometimes less) than attending a public or online institution.
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Section 6: Funding Your Education
YRP
Questions

KEY POINTS:
• Determining YRP
benefits

Slide 80
Participant
Guide
Facilitator
Notes

Page 81
•

Not all YRPs are the same; some IHE have criteria for the level of study or major
and may limit the amount of funds awarded per year and the number of years the
award is available.

Conduct a demonstration on finding information about the YRP for specific
institutions. This is a demonstration only. Participants will have an opportunity to
conduct their research during the College Comparison Chart update.
DEMONSTRATION: Yellow Ribbon Program Information
•

INSTRUCTIONS FOR FACILITATOR:
1. Go to https://www.va.gov/education/yellow-ribbon-participating-schools/
2. Select State only
3. Select Search
4. Scroll through the list of schools and point out examples of the following:
•

Max Yellow Ribbon funding amount—Point out the IHE that “pays remaining
tuition that Post-9/11 Bill doesn’t cover” and those with specific dollar
amounts.
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•

Funding available for—Point out IHE that fund “All eligible students” and
those with limited number of YRP awards available.

•

Degree Type—Point out IHE that allow YRP for Undergraduate, Graduate,
Doctoral, and All.

•

School or Program—Point out IHE that allow YRP for All and specific
schools/programs.

5. The database does not indicate if the award is renewable after the first year or if
the recipient needs to reapply. Encourage participants to check with the
participating IHE to verify all YRP information before making a decision to attend.
Caution participants to avoid starting a degree using YRP funds if the funds are not
guaranteed through the completion of the degree.
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Section 6: Funding Your Education
Montgomery
GI Bill®—AD

KEY POINTS:
• Eligibility
requirements for
MGIB-AD

Slide 81
Participant
Guide
Facilitator
Notes

Pages 82-83
•

Ask participants if anyone is using the Montgomery GI Bill®; if no one is in or plans
to remain in the MGIB, skip Slide 81.

•

As each situation is unique, do not make recommendations on changing from MGIB
to Post-9/11 GI Bill®.

•

This is a high-level overview; specific questions on the MGIB should be referred to
VA Benefits Advisor.
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Section 6: Funding Your Education
Apply for
GI Bill®
Education
Benefits

KEY POINTS:
•

How to apply for GI
Bill® Education
benefits

Slide 82
Participant Page 83
Guide
Facilitator • Apply (online or in person) for benefits and receive a Certificate of Eligibility (COE)
Notes
before enrolling in school to minimize the amount of time before receiving benefits.
•

Information required for application:
o
o
o
o

Social Security number
Bank account direct deposit information
Education and military history
Basic information about the school or training facility

•

COE details the benefit level, months of entitlement, and the end date of eligibility (if
applicable).

•

Take the COE to the SCO at the IHE.
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Section 6: Funding Your Education
Avoid
Debt

KEY POINTS:
•

How to avoid debt

•

Resource for debt
management

Slide 83
Participant Page 84
Guide
Facilitator • Debt is created when a veteran drops or withdraws from a class after the full refund
Notes
deadline. The school still requires full payment, but the VA may not pay the full
amount if the student’s enrollment status (number of hours enrolled) changed. Any
amount owed is the responsibility of the student. Failure to pay will prevent
registration for the next session, and official transcripts will not be issued.
•

If you had $148,972 in a bank account, would you check your balance on a regular
basis? Encourage Service members to monitor their education account and ensure
payments and credits are made correctly.
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Section 6: Funding Your Education
College
Comparison
Chart Update
Activity

KEY POINTS:
•

Research GI Bill®
benefits

•

Research YRP

•

Add information
to College
Comparison Chart

Slide 84
Participant
Guide
Facilitator
Notes

Page 85

ACTIVITY: College Comparison Chart Update
INSTRUCTIONS FOR PARTICIPANTS: Update your College Comparison Chart by using
the GI Bill® Comparison Tool, the VA’s Find a Yellow Ribbon School website, and the
schools’ websites to locate the answers to the following questions for your chosen
institutions:
1. Cost and GI Bill® Benefits
GI Bill® Comparison Tool:
https://www.va.gov/gi-bill-comparison-tool/
• Does the school accept the GI Bill®?
• Are you eligible for in-state tuition under the Choice Act?
• Annual maximum tuition benefit
• Annual in-state tuition and fees
• Housing allowance
• Book stipend
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2. Yellow Ribbon Program
Find a Yellow Ribbon School
https://www.va.gov/education/yellow-ribbon-participating-schools
•

Does the school participate in the Yellow Ribbon Program (YRP)?
o How many awards are available each year?
o Is the YRP available for your level of study—undergraduate vs. graduate?
o Is the YRP available for your major, or is it limited to certain majors?
o Is there a limit on the amount of funds you can receive from YRP per year?
o Is there a limit on the number of years you may receive YRP funds?
o What are the requirements for renewal?
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Section 6: Funding Your Education
Federal
Student Aid

KEY POINTS:
•

Complete and
submit the FAFSA
every year

Slide 85
Participant
Guide
Facilitator
Notes

Page 86
•

Failure to complete the FAFSA limits ability to receive additional financial
support. Service members should not assume they are ineligible. Many IHE
require a completed FAFSA before awarding institutional scholarships—even if the
student is ineligible for federal financial aid.

•

Federal Student Aid has a YouTube channel with 32 videos on Federal Student Aid
topics.
https://www.youtube.com/user/FederalStudentAid

DEMONSTRATION: Overview of the Financial Aid Process Video (1:47)
INSTRUCTIONS:
1. If internet and speakers are available and access to YouTube is permitted, begin
this section by showing the Overview of the Financial Aid Process video (1:47).
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H_iS7gmQd9o
2. Add additional videos from the Federal Student Aid YouTube channel as
appropriate if time allows.
https://www.youtube.com/user/FederalStudentAid
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Section 6: Funding Your Education
FAFSA

Slide 86

KEY POINTS:
•

IRS Data Retrieval
Tool

•

Online worksheet
link

•

Change in income

•

Student dependency
status

•

Deadline to apply

Participant Pages 86-87
Guide
Facilitator • Materials Required to Apply: Applicants are required to provide information about
Notes
the previous year’s financial circumstances. If a federal tax return was filed for the
prior year, the IRS Data Retrieval Tool may be used. This tool enables the transfer of
tax information into the FAFSA form.
o Additional financial information required for competing the FAFSA is listed on
the FAFSA on the Web Worksheet found online at
https://studentaid.ed.gov/sa/sites/default/files/2021-22-fafsa-worksheet.pdf.
•

Change in Income: When Service members transition out of the Service, their income
and financial situations are likely to change.

•

If leaving the military results in a decrease in income from what was reported on the
FAFSA, contact the financial aid office at the IHE and request an amendment.
The school will assess the situation and make the needed adjustments to the FAFSA.

•

The GI Bill® housing allowance is NOT considered income when calculating eligibility
for federal student aid.
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•

•

•

Student Dependency Status: Because of their service in the U.S. Armed Forces,
Service members and veterans are considered independent students (regardless of
age) and will not be required to provide parental financial information.
If they are married or have dependent children, the financial information and college
student status (if applicable) of dependents will be included in the application.
Deadline to Apply
o For the 2021-2022 award year, complete the FAFSA® between October 1,
2020, and June 30, 2022.
o Because there may be earlier application deadlines for state and institutional
financial aid, it is recommended you fill out the FAFSA® each year as soon as
it becomes available on October 1, to ensure that you do not miss out on
available aid.
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Section 6: Funding Your Education
Federal
Student Aid
Benefits
Determination

KEY POINTS:
•

Factors used to
determine
financial aid
award

Slide 87
Participant
Guide
Facilitator
Notes

Page 87
•

Enrollment status guidelines are determined by the IHE and may vary if using a
quarter or online term system.
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Section 6: Funding Your Education
myStudentAid
Mobile App

KEY POINTS:
•

myStudentAid
mobile app features

Slide 88
Participant
Guide
Facilitator
Notes

Page 88
•

The new mobile app includes features to complete the following on a phone or
other mobile device:
o
o
o
o

Fill out the FAFSA form
Import tax information using the IRS Data Retrieval Tool
Compare college costs using College Scorecard
Check loan and grant history

ACTIVITY: Downloading the myStudentAid App
INSTRUCTIONS FOR FACILITATOR:
1. If YouTube use is permitted, introduce the activity by showing the video
Introducing the myStudentAid mobile app at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ItnOr7n2ck4
2. Invite participants to download the myStudentAid app (optional, not required) by
searching for myStudentAid in their mobile device’s application store—available
for both Apple and Android devices.
3. Allow time for participants who downloaded the app to explore the features.
Encourage those participants did not download the app to look on with someone
who completed the activity.
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Section 6: Funding Your Education
Types of
Student
Aid

KEY POINTS:
•

Federal=grants, work
study, loans

•

Non-federal=
scholarships,
fellowships,
assistantships, private
loans

Slide 89
Participant Page 88
Guide
Facilitator • Have participants close their PGs for this portion; before revealing the Types of
Notes
Financial Aid slide, ask participants to list the various types of financial aid.
•

Provide an overview only—a more detailed explanation of each type of financial aid
will be provided in subsequent slides.
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Section 6: Funding Your Education
Federal
Grants

KEY POINTS:
•

Types of federal
grants

•

Repayment is not
required for grants

Slide 90
Participant Pages 88-89
Guide
Facilitator • A grant is financial aid, often based on financial need, which does not need to be
Notes
repaid if courses are completed.
o Federal Pell Grant
 Undergraduate student without a bachelor’s degree
 Aid limited to 12 semesters or equivalent
 Maximum award adjusted annually based on financial need and
enrollment status (full-time, three-quarters time, etc.)
o Federal Supplemental Education Opportunity Grant (FSEOG)
 Designed for undergraduate students with exceptional financial need
 School determines the amount of the award—applying early for this grant
is important
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Section 6: Funding Your Education
National
Security
Education
Program
Grants

KEY POINTS:
•

Grants for experts in
critical languages and
regions

Slide 91
Participant Page 89
Guide
Facilitator • If there are linguists attending the workshop, spend time emphasizing this program. If
Notes
there are no linguist participants, this slide can be covered at a high level.
•

NSEP focuses on the need for experts in critical languages and regions.

•

Sites and facilitators are encouraged to provide information about grants and
scholarships that are applicable to the military specialties located at the particular
installation.
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Section 6: Funding Your Education
Teacher
Education
Assistance
for College
and
Higher
(TEACH)
Education
Grant

KEY POINTS:
•

Requires service
obligation

•

Converts to a loan if
obligation not met

Slide 92
Participant Page 90
Guide
Facilitator • This grant includes a requirement for repayment by serving as a full-time teacher in a
Notes
high-need field in a school or educational service agency that serves low-income
students for at least 4 years within 8 years of completing the program funded by the
grant.
•

The TEACH Grant converts to a loan if the service obligation is not completed.
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Section 6: Funding Your Education
Work
Study

KEY POINTS:
•

Federal and VA

•

Part-time job

•

Minimum wage

•

Usually based on
financial need

Slide 93
Participant Pages 90-91
Guide
Facilitator • Employer works around your class schedule
Notes
•

Hours limited by the amount of your award
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Section 6: Funding Your Education
Before
Taking a
Loan

KEY POINTS:
•

Consider impact of
loans

•

Demonstrate loan
repayment
estimator

Slide 94
Participant Pages 91-92
Guide
Facilitator • Caution participants to consider the following before taking a loan:
Notes
o Will you make enough after graduating to pay off the loan?
o Will there be a long-term financial impact by taking loans such as:



•

Delayed contributions to retirement
Delayed purchase of home
Forced to stay in a job with limited professional growth

Previous demonstration for loan repayment has been removed as website is being
updated. The I Want to Simulate Borrowing More Money section of the Loan
Simulator (https://studentaid.gov/loan-simulator/) is under construction as of
10/1/20. When this tool is available, you are encouraged to conduct a
demonstration of the tool to show participants the long-term effects of student
loans.
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Section 6: Funding Your Education
Types of
Federal
Student
Loans

KEY POINTS:
•

Federal Student
Loans and criteria

Slide 95
Participant Pages 93
Guide
Facilitator Direct Subsidized Loans
Notes
• Department of Education pays interest while student is in school.
Direct Unsubsidized Loans
• Interest accrues from the time the loan is made.
• Student pays interest.
Direct PLUS Loan
• Graduate/professional students and parents of dependent undergraduate students
• Requires credit check
Direct Consolidation Loan
• Combines multiple education loans
Interest Rates
• Vary depending on the type of loan
• Rates change each year
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Section 6: Funding Your Education
Servicemembers
Civil Relief Act

KEY POINTS:
•

6% interest cap
for private
student loans
taken on/prior to
8/14/08

Slide 96
Participant
Pages 94-95
Guide
Facilitator Notes • Loan Repayment
o Loans must be repaid even if education is not completed, employment is
not secured, or student is unhappy with the education purchased with the
loan.
•

Public Service Loan Forgiveness
o Direct Loans may be forgiven if 120 qualifying monthly payments have been
made while employed full-time by certain public service (or nonprofit)
employers.

•

Servicemembers Civil Relief Act
o Caps interest rate at 6% on private student loans taken out by service
members prior to active-duty service.
o Must be taken out on/after August 14, 2008.
o Should happen automatically; confirm with lender.

•

Other Federal Education Programs
o Troops to Teachers—Removed from PG as program began sunsetting on
10/1/20, and applications are no longer being accepted.
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Section 6: Funding Your Education
Non-Federal
Grants and
Scholarships

KEY POINTS:
•

Institutional
scholarships

Slide 97
Participant
Guide
Facilitator
Notes

Page 95
•

Institutional scholarships are awarded to students who commit to attend a specific
institution and meet the scholarship requirements which may be based on
academic merit or financial need.

•

Information is usually located on the school’s admission or financial aid website and
may be used as a recruitment incentive and offered automatically to students who
meet the criteria. (Most IHE offer the majority of their scholarships to first-time,
full-time students with limited scholarships available for transfer students.)

•

A separate application packet may be required, and the application deadline may
differ from the admission deadline.

•

Recipients may be required to meet specific criteria to retain and renew the
scholarship after the initial award.
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Section 6: Funding Your Education
Graduate
School
Fellowships
and
Assistantships

KEY POINTS:
•

Financial support
for graduate
students

Slide 98
Participant
Guide
Facilitator
Notes

Pages 95-96
•

Slide may be hidden if all participants are pursuing undergraduate degrees.

•

Reduces the cost of education while gaining experience and professional contacts
in a specific field of study.
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Section 6: Funding Your Education
Independent
Scholarships

KEY POINTS:
•

Possible sites for
conducting
independent
scholarship
searches

Slide 99
Participant
Guide
Facilitator
Notes

Pages 96-97
•

Additional sites for select military families:
o Scholarships for Military Families
https://studentaid.ed.gov/sa/types/grants-scholarships/military
o Scholarships for Military Children
https://militaryscholar.org
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Section 6: Funding Your Education
State Aid

KEY POINTS:
•

State education and
veteran contact
information

Slide 100
Participant Pages 97-98
Guide
Facilitator • Some states offer scholarships for veterans who return to the state.
Notes
•

Contact information for state education agency is available at
http://www2.ed.gov/about/contacts/state/index.html.

•

Contact information for State Veterans Affairs Offices
www.va.gov/statedva.htm.

•

For state benefits information including scholarships, visit
https://www.cnas.org/publications/reports/state-veteran-benefit-finder (not
compatible with Internet Explorer).

•

The information provided at these sites is uneven; some states have excellent
resources while the links for other states do not work.

•

Demonstration of the websites is optional.

•

To conclude the scholarship section, review the guidelines for Applying for
Scholarships, Assistantships, and Fellowships on page 98 of the PG. Guidelines
reinforce the information shared in Section 5 for completing admission applications.
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Section 6: Funding Your Education
Private
Loans

KEY POINTS:
•

Private loans—last
resort

•

Employer education
benefits

Slide 101
Participant Page 98
Guide
Facilitator • Employer Education Benefits
Notes
o If employed while attending school, employer may offer tuition reimbursement,
student loan assistance, college coaching, or college savings assistance as an
incentive to encourage further education.
o There may be additional requirements or restrictions.
o Check the company website or contact the human resources department for
more information.
•

Private Loans
o Review the chart showing the differences between federal and private loans.
o Private loans are a last resort for financing education as they usually have higher
interest rates and may have penalties for prepayment.
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Section 6: Funding Your Education
Accepting
Financial
Aid

KEY POINTS:
•

Accept and decline
financial aid

Slide 102
Participant Page 99
Guide
Facilitator • Encourage participants to read their financial aid awards carefully and ask questions if
they don’t understand what they are signing.
Notes
•

Emphasize the long-term financial consequences that can result from taking loans.
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Section 6: Funding Your Education
Financial
Aid Action
Plan

KEY POINTS:

Slide 103

•

Plan early

•

Complete FAFSA

•

Review offer

•

Receive aid

•

Graduate and repay
loans

Participant Pages 99-100
Guide
Facilitator • Recap the financial aid process and deadline—FAFSA is available to complete for the
following year on October 1st
Notes
•

Reinforce that failure to apply for Federal Student Aid by completing the FAFSA will
automatically limit the option to receive grants, loans, work study, scholarships, and
access to emergency funds.
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Section 6: Funding Your Education
College
Comparison
Chart Update

KEY POINTS:
•

Research one
veteran
scholarship

•

Research one
state or
institutional
scholarship

•

Research one
“other”
scholarship

•

Add information
to College
Comparison Chart

Slide 104

Participant
Guide
Facilitator
Notes

Page 100

Information on state scholarships is uneven. Give participants the option to
research institutional scholarships at either of their institutions of choice if they
are unable to find a state scholarship.
ACTIVITY: College Comparison Chart Update
•

INSTRUCTIONS FOR PARTICIPANTS: Update your College Comparison Chart by
completing the following tasks:
•
•
•
•

Find one veteran scholarship
Find one state or institutional scholarship
Find one “other” scholarship
For graduate students—research fellowships and assistantships at your chosen
institutions
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Section 6: Funding Your Education
Be an
Informed
Consumer

KEY POINTS:
•

Tax implications

•

Save money

•

Protect identity

•

Report fraud
and identity
theft
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Pages 100-102
•

Consider the tax implications:
o VA payments for education, training, or subsistence are tax free.
o Scholarships, fellowships, and grants from sources other than the VA may be
taxable.
o Contact a tax professional for guidance on your specific situation.

•

FAFSA is free—do not pay to have someone else complete it.

•

Avoid scams

•

Protect your identity—keep personal information secure.

•

Report fraud and identity theft.
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Course Summary
Summary

KEY POINTS:
•

Summarize what
participants
completed during
the workshop
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Page 103
•

Complete the Lightbulb Moment—Part 2 activity below.

Present the Summary slide. Mention any topics that were not revealed during the
activity.
ACTIVITY: Lightbulb Moment—Part 2
•

INSTRUCTIONS FOR FACILITATOR:
•

Display the lightbulb chart that was created at the beginning of Day 2.

•

Ask participants to review the topics that were presented on Day 2 and choose
one topic, website, fact, etc. that was an “aha” or “lightbulb” moment for them.
Have participants add their Day 2 moments to the lightbulb chart.

•

Review the items listed by participants and add any major topics that were not
mentioned.

•

Encourage participants to take a photo of the finished chart as a reminder of the
topics covered during the workshop.
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Action Plan
Create Your
Action Plan

KEY POINTS:
•

What actions
need to happen
next?
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Page 104
•

Information without action does not lead to results or help achieve goals.

•

Encourage participants to include dates for completion in their Action Plans and to
track their actions in their calendar system (paper or electronic).

Review the Workshop Expectations list made on Day 1. If there are topics listed
that were not discussed, address them now or provide resources for further
research.
ACTIVITY: Create an Action Plan
•

INSTRUCTIONS FOR PARTICIPANTS: Transfer relevant notes, concerns, questions, and
required actions onto this page. If there is something that doesn’t fit neatly into one
of these categories, place it in the “other” category. For each item listed, add a date/
timeframe for completion.
1. Whom do I need to call, write, or visit?
2. What do I need more information about? What am I unclear about?
3. What are some specific questions I need to ask to get clarification?
4. What things must I do?
5. Other
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Questions?
Questions?

KEY POINTS:
•

Answer remaining
questions

•

Highlight website/
resource list
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Appendix
•

Encourage participants to ask questions.

•

Encourage participants to use MY Education Website Guide 2021 in the
Participant Guide Appendix.

Encourage participants to take pictures of the Additional Resources list
created during the workshop.
ACTIVITY: Managing Your (MY) Education Closing Activity
•

INSTRUCTIONS FOR FACILITATOR:
1. Have participants write down their responses to the following question:
What will you do differently in your pursuit of higher education as a result of
completing this workshop?
2. After they finish writing, ask participants to share ONE thing they will do
differently in their pursuit of higher education as a result of completing this
workshop.
3. Thank participants for their service and wish them good luck on their academic
pursuits.
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TAP Participant Assessment
TAP
Participant
Assessment

KEY POINTS:
•

MY Education
course
assessment
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Pages 105 and Participant Assessment Fact Sheet in Appendix
•

Feedback is anonymous.

•

Information is gathered and analyzed quarterly, and participant feedback is used
to make improvements and updates to the curriculum.

• All comments are reviewed and referred to the appropriate agencies.
ACTIVITY: Completion of the TAP Participant Assessment for MY Education
INSTRUCTIONS FOR FACILITATORS:
1. Using computers or mobile devices, have Service members go to the following
website: https://www.dodsurveys.mil/tgpsp/.
2. Select the Managing Your (MY) Education module.
3. Complete and submit the assessment.
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